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Kentucky may face rough
road without Twin Towers

Reward offered in death
of Livingston deputy

Westmoreland suit stirs
memories of air exercise
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—News In Brief
Mayfield woman cited by Baptists
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Anne Parrish Markham of
Mayfield, a retired educator who established libraries in
Guatemala and Kenya was honored Monday night as Kentucky
Baptist Woman of the Year at a conference awards banquet in
Louisville. Former first lady Rosalynn Carter presented the
- keynote address at the banquet and received the first Distingished Christian Woman Award. Mrs. Carter says her strong Christian upbringing in Plains, Ga., taught her that men and women
are equals in religion, even when it comes to the issue of ordination of Southern Baptists women.
"God's acceptance of us (women) is already complete," Mrs.
Carter said in her speech.
The equality of women shouldn't be a decipion left to church
leaders, she said, referring to a resolution approved in June by a
Southern Baptist conservative-dominated committee that. condemned women's ordination.
"We're all one in Jesus Christ — men and women," she said.
Although women's ordination is widely opposed in the
14-million member denomination, 250 to 300 Southern Baptist
•
.
women have been ordained since 1964.

GM agrees to 750,000,recall
WASHINGTON (AP) — General Motors has agreed to recall
750,000 1981 and 1982 Buicks, Oldsmobiles and Pontiacs with V-8
engines to repair or replace defective catalytic converters. the
Environmental Protection Agency says.
Agency officials said Monday that GM agreed to the "voluntary recall" after a government _inveptigation,showed. that..
broken cefarnic pellets Inside the converters had caused high
rates of failure.
"We have found that the beads inside the dual-bed converters
can break up under normal use, restricting the exhaust flow and
leading to reduced power and acceleration," said John Mueller, a
GM spokesman in Detroit.
EPA officials said that in some severe Cases,owners have been
unable to start their cars.
Mueller said GM believes that many owners have already
noticed the problem and had the coverters rebuilt or replaced at
their dealers at no cost.
Martha Casey, an EPA spokeswoman, said GM began notifying owners of the recalled cars last week and should have notices
mailed out to all 750,000 by the end of this week.

Harsher penalties urged for DUIs
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal highway officials are ,calling
for harsher penalties for drunken driving to reduce repeat offenders, whom they argue are not deterred by the current system
of sentences and treatment programs.
A study by the National Transportation Safety Board concluded Monday that far too oftefrdrunken driving accidents involve
drivers who have past drunken driving records.
In an examination of 51 serious accidents — most of them involving fatalities — from 15 states, the board found that one third
of the drivers involved had a suspended license and drivers in 37
of the cases had a previous traffic offense involving alcohol. In
several cases both 'drivers involved were found to be drunk.
The NTSB report concluded that it may take divides to change
public attitudes toward drunken driving, but it suggested stiffer
sentencing, especially for repeat offenders. The agency also said
that revoking the licenses of repeat offenders might help reduce
their number.
Long-term incarceration for repeat offenders was suggested
and a chastising of the legal system that too often prevents a
swift trial and punishment was heard.

CBS to test Phyllis George for spot
NEW YORK (AP) — Phyllis George, CBS sportscaster and
wife of former Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., is to be given a
two-week tryout as co-anchor of "The CBS Morning News," starting Monday, network officials said.
A permanent spot with the show will be dependent on both her
performance during the tryout and her ability to get along with
the show's news crew. If all goes well, Miss George would succeed Louisville, Ky., native Diane Sawyer, who left the program
in August to join the staff of CBS'"60 Minutes."
News officials at CBS said the selection of Miss George, a onetime Miss America from Texas, would coincide with the introduction of a new tormat for the morning news program, which has
undergone several changes over the years.
"We are putting Phyllis George on the air because she is well
established at CBS and has a variety of skills required for that
kind of job, and her availability comes at a time when we need someone to do the broadcast," said Ed Joyce, president of CBS
_
News.
"Morning News" has traditionally come up slightly behind the
other network morning news programs in the ratings.
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'Grassroots' session paves way for forum
to review methods of improving education
generating support for a Nov. 15
By KEVIN BOWDEN
town forum centering around a
Staff Writer
KET broadcast. The broadcast
The stage has been set for a
will begin wth 10 miputes of
Nov. 15 meeting among comwelcoming alid• inspiring'
munity residents interested in
statements by Gov. Martha
improving education. An initial
Layne Collins. State Superintenagenda and format for the
dent Alice McDonald and Ed"grass-roots brainstorming session" were organized at a. ward Prichard, chairman of the
Prirharil com-mittee on
meeting of approximately 30
academic excellence.
local residents last night.
‘"The idea is to mobilize KenIncluded in the crowd, which'
tucky and let the governor and
met for nearly an hour and a
the legislature know we are conhalf in the Calloway County
cerned about education," said
4•Library, were club presidents
Littleton.
and people from various sectors
of education as Well as s'everal " During last tilgill's meeting tt
was decided to conduct the Nov.interested citizens.
15 forum in this Murray Middle
-The meeting wis organized by
School auditorium using a large
Mary Jane Littleton. who is

television screen from MSC'. A
will attend the KET broadcast
large turnout is expected for the
where they will help divide the
forum; according to Littleton.
crowd into smaller groups to
The primary stated purpoSe-ot discuss specific issues. TIose
the meetings will be to provide
-issues, which will ranked in importance by the discussion
forum for public expressions or
opinion about what the local
grOups, will then be-presented to
public schools should be doing._ the entire forum for approval.
In attending the forum, local
The end result_ of the town
-citizens will have some input in- 'forum will be a list of ideas.
organized and prioritized, to be
to the quality of education on a
Sent., to Frankfort and the
local and state basis.
Prichard committee for use in
Littleton Is scheduled to atits final assessment of the dire-c•
tend an informational meeting
tion of education in Kentucky. s
on Oct. 29 at the Barkley Lodge
The Nov. 15 town forum is
and Will return to Murray where
open to the public, and Littleton
she will meet with several
urged those who are interested
'facilitators:'- on • Nov. 1
in quality education to attend
- discuss the agenda for the Nov.
the meeting at 6:30 p.m.
• 15 meeting. Those facilitators

Lawsuit
alleges
Tenn-Tom
fraud
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Government lawyers have accused two Texas construction
firms of creating an elaborate
facade to conceal fraud in an excavation contract for the mammoth Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway.
In a lawsuit filed by the U.S.
attorney's office, the government claims Macomb Contracting Corp. and Paul A. Bosco &
Sons Contracting Corp., both
based in Houston, defrauded the
U.S. Corps of Engineers on an
excavation project between 1976
and 1978.
The government says in the
lawsuit Macomb won the $21.6
Million contract and was supposed to perform 40 percent of
Jeff Summerville,troop leader; O.B. Boone,Scold master,of Troop 77; Jan Seargent,co-chairman
the work, but that the.company
of Preservation First; Allan Northrop, troop' leader, and Elizabeth Pasco, Preservation First
member, are shown planting the first dogwood tree of the Preservation First's Dogwood Sale.
subcontracted virtually the entire job to Bosco.
Preservation First is selling these trees this week to persons interested in beautifying both their
homes and the area. Troop 77 of the Boy Scouts are offering their services for planting the trees.
To hide this, the government
maintains that Macomb allowed
Bosco to use his company insignia on copstruction equipment and that Bosco printed stationery similar to that used by
Macomb.
O.B. Boone, are offering their
The dogwood trees are
The Mizray-Calloway CounTenn-Tom, which connects the
services for planting these
container-grown. The white
ty Preservation Society,
Tombigbee and Tennessee
trees to anyone requesting the
dogwoods are two feet in
Preservation First, is selling
Rivers to create a shortcut for
height and are selling for $5.
dogwood trees this week. The
service. Each year the troop is
water traffic to the Gulf of MexThe pink trees are three feet
Society, under the auspices of
involved with projects concerico, is scheduled to open -Feb. 1.
high and are $8 each. Each
Community Improvement and
ning the conservation of trees
"The defendants were paid
tree is accompanied by an inthe Chamber of Commerce,is
and plants and overall commonies to which they were not
struction care tag. Preservaoffering these white and pink
munity Service.
entitled," Assistant U.S. Attion First members will
flowering trees to the-public in
Residents are-urged to call
torney Bill Cohen said.
deliver purchased trees beginorder to enhance
the
before 5 p.m. and
753-1725
The lawsuit doesn't specifical5
at
17
Oct.
Wednesday,
ning
springtime beauty of the area.
753-4994 after 5 p.m., to order
ly set out monetary damages,
p.m.
The funds will be used for difFirst
the
Preservation
but The Tennessean, Nashville's
The Boy Scouts of America
ferent restoration projects!of
trees.
dogwood
Scoutmaster
morning newspaper, said in its
by
led
77.
Troop
the society.
Tuesday editions the fraud
alleged in the lawsuit cost the
government $10 million.
"We filed the complaint, and
we don't sue over a dollar,"
Cohen said.
In October 1976. Macomb was
awarded a contract to excavate
a major divide cut in Tishomingo County, Miss., the lawsuit
he served as its news editor for
The addition of a new
says, several months as well as being
reporter-photographer to the
A requirement of the contract
responsible for several other
staff of the Murray Ledger and
was that Macomb would perduties.
week.
this
announced
was
Times
the
percent
form at least 40
Bowden graduated from MSU
' Kevin Bowden officially joinwork, but the suit claims that in
in 1983 with a degree in joured the staff Oct. 1. He comes to
December 1976 — irmonih after
nalism. White at MSU he served
Murray from Dexter, Mo. where
informing the Corps that Paul
on the MU News as a sports
he has been employed by the
Bosco would be the project
Daily Statesman-Stoddard
manager — Macomb and Bosco
Bowden cortie_s_ to the staff of
County News for the past 17
entered an agreement in which
the Murray Ledger and Times
months.
"virtually all of the work was
with experience'in many'areas
While at the daily newspaper,
subcontracted to Bosco," the
Kevin Bowden
of reporting and photography.
located in the Missouri Bootheel.
lawsuit says.
The suit alleges that Paul
Bosco and Leonard Capaldi.
president of Oracomb, conspired
to defraud the United States by
"getting.the Corps to honor false
claims of work performed by the
s_ would be
proveu me Project as acing elm*
The Murray Board of Zoning... tairgls•
-companies.
uses.
required._ ,
7.-100111kling
patible
.21619.
.
.teiMert
ge.ve.
Adjustments
21'hec...'-Airgtitf. unaware of the
• -'
The development site is owned
The board's action will forprovar ittinday to a con1orekoiffe=t1rcumstanees and
Ward the issue to the Planning
for by Herman K. Eltis, and the proconduct of the defehdants, made_ Aorrdnium project proposed
Commission, which, will conRoad, ject is proposed by Joe Bolin and
Glendale
of
south
location
payments under the contract
sider ,the rezoning. The board
The 150-itiit Mallard Group Ben -Hogancamp. No one spoke
which resulted in It being
In opposition to the project at
recVmmended the commisstn
Project
"Development
Planned
- The
damaged." the suit says. "
hold a public hearing on the
would be located on about 17 Monday night's public hearing,
defendants were unjustly
rezoning. The commission was
south of Glendale said planning and engineering
feet
600
acres,
enriched:"
scheduled to discuss the issue at
on 9th Street Extended. A rezon- technical assistant Donna
Cohen refused to comment on
Its meeting tonight, Oct. 16.
(multi- Parker. The zoning board apR-4
to
R-2
from
ing
case.
the mot'of the

Dogwood sale helps local groups

Bowden jo*ins staff
of Ledger & Times

Condominium project approved
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Sheriff proposes reward for deputy's killer

OUTSTANDING JOURNALISM STUDENT — Dan Dipiazzo, center, receives a check for $100 for being selected the Outstanding
'
,Junior in Journalism 1984. Making the presentation on behalf of the West
Kentucky Press Association is the chairman of the Murray State University Department of Journalism
and Radio-TV, Dr. Bob McGaughey. Witnessing the presentation is the regional director of the Society
of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, Howard Dubin of Chicago. Dipiazzo,from Godfrey, Ill., is
the president of the university chapter of Sigma Delta Chi and editor in chief of the campus newspaper,
Murray State News.

MST: students arrested for Purdom break-in
TN.k ) Murray State freshman
were arrested. early -today on
charges of burglary in the first
degree, theft by unlawful taking

ewar4.1 will help.
The sheriff said his office will
administer a reward if area
residents will contribute. No
goal has been set, he said.

"Right now, we don't have
anything tago on," Day said in a
recent interview. "Maybe a

Deputy Carnie Hopkins, 56.
was apparently killed with his
own revolver after stopping a

pedestrian at a rural intersection at night.
Investigators still have no
suspects, the -sheriff said.
"We may know less now than
we did two weeks ago." he said.
"We have some people we want
to check out, but we really don't
have anything firm."

ATTEND LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE — Shown above are Murray
and Calloway County High
School students who attended a weekend workshop in Lexington,sponsored
by the Murray Rotary Club,
for the development of future leaders in the area of free enterprise.
Pictured, from left, are Charla
Walston and Ramona Burnley, both of Murray High School, and Valerie Gilbert,
Renee Carroll and
Carmen Glass, all of Calloway County High School.

over $100 and several other
misdemeanor charges,. according to the Murray Police
Department.

Victor
O'Neal. 18, and
Donald Bradford - Branch; 18;
both of Mayfield were arrested
shortly after 3:30 a.m. today as
they were leaving Purdom
Motors, Inc.
The two students allegedly
broke into the showroom of the
local car dealership and were attempting to leave when police
apprehended. them. They are
currently being held in the
Calloway County Jail.
Bond has not been set for
either of the two students, accorShortly afterward, at about
ding to the police department.
2:45 a.m.. the squad was called
"I would like to commend the
to a house fire On Bethel Church
Murray police, they did .a super
Road. The house, occupied by
job,- Purdom said after the incirenter Mike Leach, received
dent. It was the first time in
minor damage to one wall and
nearly 20 years the car dealerthe ceiling, and some smoke
ship has been burglarized, according to Purclom.
damage. There were no injuries.
Three trucks and Wile men '"The people of Murray should
be proud of our police cligkartresponded.
ment." said Purdom. '" Ir a
The cause of each fire was
town this size I think we have an
undetermined.
extraordinary police force."

Tobacco barn burns down.
in a.m. fire near Coldwater
The Callol.vay County FireRescue Squad responded to two
early morning fires Tuesday.
A tobacco barn owned by Don
Bazzell burned down at approximately 2:311.a.m., destroying 2.5
acres worth of tobacco. Located
on Ky. 1836 four miles north of
Coldwater. the barn was on the
.ground by the time the squad arrived, said chief engineer Randy
Barnett. Three-trucks and eight
men were on the scene for about
45 minutes.

SMITHLAND, Ky.(AP — Livingston County Sheriff Jack Day
has proposed a reward to help
find the killer of a deputy shot
while on patrol Sept. 10.

Smorgasbord
reservationg
being taken
this week
Reservations for the Saturci a y Homecoming
Smorgasbord- or the HOttiogger Cartoon Fest for kids
( both at the Curris Center
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
may be made by phoning the
Alumni Office at 762-3737,
3738-or 3739. Reservations are
encouraged. Please phone by
Wednesday.

BACKING THE BOYS — Ben Lookofsky of the Racer Club
presents Police Chief Jerry Lee with one of the "Go Racers"
license plates to be put on Murray Police cars. The club is also
circulating a "petition of support" for the Racers in their game
against Akron,to be used for the Racer Club Homecoming float;
and are sponsoring a steak dinner for the football players and
cheerleaders Oct. 25 to ready the team for the Eastern game.
Cost is $10, which includes sponsoring a player or cheerleader.

Beginning Mon. Oct. 15

We're Only A
Phone Call Away!
New Delivery Service
Here In Murray

1. Order By Phone
Between 8 A.M. & 1 P.M.
2. Deliveries Are Made
Between 1 P.M. & 6 P.M.
3. $15 Minimum Order
4. Nominal Service Charge
5. Shop By Phone & Receive Our
Everyday Low Prices.
Deliveries Only

Mon.-Sat.
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PERSPECTIVE
MSU-WKU pact
is commendable
Cooperation seldom generates headlines as big
and bold as competition does.
Media reaction to the recent eight-point
/cooperative agreement between Murray State
University and . Western Kentucky'University
proves the point well. Coverage Of it has not compared at all to the attention focused on contests
between the longtime rivals on the gridiron or
the hardwood.
With Oct. 13-20 designated as Higher Education Week, now seems an appropriate time td,8
make some observations about the agreement
worked out by the presidents of the two universities and endorsed by their boards of regents.
Although the cooperative venture is not the
first of its kind between the schools, which are
located three hours and 120 miles apart, it
reflects a realism pervading higher education today that much more can be — indeed must be —
• aecomplished through combined effort.
Dr. Kala M. Stroup and Dr. Donald W.
Zacharias are the chief architects of the agreement. The two presidents were involved for
about a year in discussions that led to the final
version of the concept they describe as "a commitment to a cooperative spirit."
Their leadership in working together in a
tangible way toward better coordination of
educational efforts deserves public
acknowledgement and, beyond that, emulation
by other,schools in circumstances conducive to
the same kind of cooperative academic
management.
In the climate that higher education now finds
itself, the idea of sharing both ideas and
, resdurces to serve our area and its people better
than before is not only sensible and logical, it is
Imperative. That kind of initiative is also a
responsible response to a Kentucky Council on
Higher Education report titled "In Pursuit of Excellence" which urges greater inter-institutional
cooperation among state universities when
geographically feasible.
Emphases in the first two points of the'agreement are paticularly significant in addressing
broad and 'perplexing educational problems in
Kentucky: a college-going rate that is among the
lowest in the 50 states: and an educational attainment level that focuses attention on the need for
considerably' more work in the area of adult
literacy.
Two reasons are listed by the universities for
working together to develop procedures to encourage the people of West Kentucky to attend
college at an increashig rate. The are:
(1) Many high school students seem to
overlook the career opportunites available to
them if they receive a college diploma.
(2) The continued economic and cultural
development of the state is dependent upon
developing the human resources to a level that
business and industry will find Kentucky an attractive place to locate.
Neither reason leaves much room for argument. Ours is a shrinking world caught up in a
technological revolution that demands more and
better education if our young people are to compete successfully in the job market and if our
communities are to develop the kinds of advantages that can persuade prospective employers
to put down roots in our midst.
Both Briggs & Stratton Corp. in Murray and
Genex Corp. in Paducah are excellent examples
of the positive influence higher education can
have. Officials of each firm indicated that the
proximity of Murray State was a major factor in
the location decision.
Programs to promote adult literacy and the integration of the adult learner into the higher
education mainstream are essential if Kentucky
is to succeed in its effort to overcome the dubious
distinction of having one of the lowest educated
populations 111-1TielTnited States.
The agreement addresses these needs and, at
the same time, recognizes the opportunities
that have developed over the past decade as the
number of the adult or non-traditional students
In universities has grown much more rapidly
than the number of the younger students.
In her address to faculty and staff at the beginning of the school year at Murray State, President Stroup made the observation that "we
should not see the decline in the traditional student age group as a crisis, but an opportunity to
extend the educational function of the university
to the majority of the community and to a wider
range Of age groups." That was one of four ma=
jor goals she outlined.
We feel good about the new emphasis on the
adult learner and the implications we see in it.
And we feel equally good that Murray State and
Western are joining forces and sharing
resources in a way that will benefit the people of
our area.
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by m.c. garrott

Westmoreland suit brings back memories
of tragic air assault exercise at Campbell
opportunity to do that without any
ammunition. he -carried the heavy
Gen. William C. Westmoreland is
extension of my two-year active
and cumbersome weapon on marin the news again. The former Arduty obligation."
ches, jumped out of planes with it
my Chief of Staff has a $120 million
• • •
and virtually slept with it as the
libel suit pending against the ColVolunteering for airborne duty-,
'101st maintained its continuous
umbia Broadcasting-System (CBS)
Dwain knew he would be assigned
,training schedules.
for alleging in a documentary that
to one of three plates. He would
By April of 1958. he had made 13
he misled the American people on
join
the
famous
82nd
Airborne
Divisuccessful
jumps when his battle
the enemy's strength while U.S.
sion at Fort Bragg, N.C.. the 101st
group was scheduled to take part in
commander in Vietnam.
at Fort Campbell. or the 11th,
a "big drop" involving several
My friend and former colleague
which was, in Germany. He was
thousands of paratroopers. It was
at Murray State, Dwain McIntosh.
assigned to the 101st,- although he,
to be an impressive demonstration
has been following these prohad hopes of going to the one in
of the airborne's assault
ceedings with interest. Dwain, who
Germany so he could see some of
capabilities. Representatives of
is the acting public information
the world — but Campbell was
the major news services were
director at the 'university, served
close
to
home.
there along with photographers
under the general* when
The 101st commander was
from Life Magazine.
Westmoreland was commander of
Westmoreland, then a two-star.
"Suchon" Was the code name for
the 101st Airborne Division at Fort
major
general.
the drop Zone eight miles long and
Campbell. —
Dwain recalls several occasions ••••••:.--It was in January, 1957, when he .two miles wide. The name was borjoined the ,101st, and, as is ,done
rowed from a Vietnam city. The
. upon wirich he came in contact with
with all airborne recruits, he was • parair000pers, some 3.000 of them.
-the general. Especially vivid in his
immediately put into a strenuous,
were to come down within the drop
memory is an air assault
three-week
"jump
school"
training
zone.
participated,
maneuver in which he
program.
Wind is a big factor in airborne
and which turned out to bea tragic'
operatiZns. If it is too strong, it not
disaster.
The first two weeks were devoted
only blows the paratroopers away
• • •
to rigorous physical training and
from their drop zones, but it'can
In June of 1956. Dwain.-at age 21,
infrelenting harrassment from the
cause them to hit the ground hard.
was attending &liege near Chat-jump school cadre, all carefully orIt also.can cause their chutes to intanooga, Tenn., when it appeared
chestrated to instill in the goldiers
jure or even kill them by dragging
certain that he would be drafted for
instantaneObs, reflex reaction, or
them long distances on the ground
military service before- he could
the ability to react to and make
before the chutes can be collapsed.
complete his next year of school.
decision.
split-second
When he got up the morning of
Rather than have his studies so
..The third week was "jump
the jump. Dwain noticed that the
interrupted, he left school and
week" with a schedule of five
wind was blowing unusually hard.
volunteered for the draft to do a
parachute jumps from planes 1.250
For
while, he thought the exerwas
ArmY.
He
two-yearhrtch in the
feet Lip in the frigid January air. "I ,cise amight
be called off because of
sent to Fort Chaffee. tk.,for basic
guess I was excited about making
it, but it wasnl..—
training.
:that first jump, but what I most
• • •
While at Chaffee. he and the
remeMber about it was how cold it
Three types of planes loaded with
other recruits were exposed to the
was." he said with a shiver.
paratroopers with full field equipairborne's "sales pitch." The
Once those five jumps had been
ment were used — C-119s, C-123s
Army's airborne service is one for
made, he was awarded the silver
and C-130s. Dwain was one of 40
which a soldier must volunteer. It
wings of a paratrooper and assignmen aboard one of the C-123s and
also is one a soldier can get out of
ed to a 101st unit as an airborne
was one of the first men out of the
simply by requesting release.
infantryman.
plane.
Something like 50 percent of those
• • •
When he hit the ground, he
who volunteer never complete the
Upon joining the unit. Dwain was
couldn't get up before his windrigorous training.
assigned one of the 22-pound BARs
Inflated ,chute had dragged him
"I always wanted to jump out of
1Browing Automatic Rifle). It was
some 400 yards. Finally, he was
an airplane," said Dwain. who in , 124, pounds heavier than the
able to get behind it, collapse it and
the early 1950s was a star basket94i —pound M-1 rifle most of his
get out of his harness.
ball player at Paducah Tilghman. , paratrooper buddies carried.
• Looking up at the sky full of
"The airborne seemed like a good
Along with several magazines of
descending paratroopers, he notic-

"Juniors's been watching the president again... Junior says he'll accept
the responsibility, but not the blame."

19144 I:ople• News N.,-11--•

heartline
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its, purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
HEARTLINE: My Wife and I are
going to be moving to another
state. We are selling our homeend
plan to rent a small house from
now on. We wantseme information
about the kind of insurance we will
iieed as,a renter, since we have
allmays had homeowners in"Vflinae. Can you give us any
details? L.Y.
ANSWER:'• A landlord's insurance policy covers only the
building, not your furniture, or
television or stereo set, warns the
Insurance Information Institute. If
your apartment or house catches
on fire, is swept away in a flood or

is cleaned out by burglars, the loss
is yours unless you have a tenant's
or renter's package policy.
Renter's policies usually provide
for reimbursement for lost items at
their present value. If you bought a
stereo four years ago for $500, for
example, it may be Worth only $250
right now. If you want a policy that
will pay you what it costs to replace
a lost item, you'll have to pay a
higher premium rate.
If the dwelling is damaged by
fire and you must live somewhere
else while it's being repaired, the
policy will pay the differenoe between those additional living costs
and your normal expenses. Most
package policies also include
liability coverage. in case
somebody is injured in your house.
or apecrOtent.
The minimum amount, of
coverage for, a renter's poticy is
$4,000. To determine Whether this
is adequate* — and to ha;ve a better
idea of what you own — make an inventory of what you have and its
value. Keep in mind that standard
policies place coverage limits on

certain categories. For jewelry,
the limits are usually between $500
and $1,000, for instance. If your
jewelry is worth more than the
limit, you may want to purchase a
floater — an inexpensive policy
that provides additional coverage
on a specific item.,

ed they were coming down at. more
than a 45-degree angle instead of
almost straight down as they
should have been. This is how hard
the wind was blowing.
As he gathered up his chute, he
saw others around him being dragged, some bloody and torn. He
rushed to help several being dragged by catehing and collapsing their
chutes.
Dwain says he didn't realize oath
he reached his designated marshalling point that the high winds
had caused so many casualties- —
broken arms and legs and Severe
lacerations — among the
paratroopers.
• • •
One of the Worst-rieptrriences of
his life, he recalls, was being Sent
back into the drop -zone to helpthe
.injured and finding .the body of a
trooper he had. known in basic
p-aining at Chaffee entangled in his
chute.
One of five who were killed in the
windy jump that,day. he had been
dragged to death by his chute. Of,
the five who died. Dwain knew
three of them.
General Westmoreland was
among those jumping that day, and
once he was on the ground, he called off the exercise because of the
wind — hut- not before the five had
died and many were injured.
Dwain's jump that day was the
next to last one he was to make
before being discharged. the next
month. in June of 1958. But it Was
the worse one he ever had to make.
That's why he remembers it go
vividly. ,

looking back
, Ten years ago
The Murray- Optimist Club
presented a check of $450 from profits at Burger Queen Optimist Day
to Joe Sills for the Murray High
Band trip to Miami, Fla. Also pictured are Mac Fitts, Optimist
president, and Bill Wearren,
Burger Queen owner.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Roberts. Sept.
28, A boy to Mr. and Mrs. R. Neal
Tanner. Oct. 1, a girl to Mr. and
-Mrs. David Whiteside, Oct. 3, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Dudley Burton, °Ct. 8, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Winters. Oct. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Hodges will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 18.
Twenty years ago
Johnny Rayburn, Jimmy Bran.don. Bob Ward, Bob Boar. Mike
Ward, Rob Taylor, Ronnie King.
DibRalph -DIbbre-RAY-Lane
ble. Brad Barnett, Dow Ryan. John
David Johnson, Brown Crouch.
Danny Luther. George Landolt,
Mike-Cathey and David Alexander
were winners in the Ford Punt.
Pass and Kick contest at Murray.
Winners in the Field Trial of
Calloway County Conservation
Club held Oct. 11 were dogs owned
by J.B. Bell, Frank BucK, Jimmy
Fain and Ronnie Ray.
Thirty years ago
Local persons at the national
convention of the Future Farmers
of America are Glenn Armstrong,
Charles Coleman. Edgar Dodres
and Billy Smith, members, Harvey
Ellis. advisor, Kirksey High
School. Don Collins. James
Outland, Charles Dodd. Dale
Barnett, Eugene Coiburn and
Gerald Suiter, members. Leroy
Eldridge, advisor. Murray Training School.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves,a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Buster Paschall, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Cooper, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Dunn.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Sykes. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Perry and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert Underwood.

HEARTLINE: We want to buy a
retirement home and have tried to
understand the new types of mortgages, but would appreciate-it if
you could give us any information
about them. M.D.
•
ANSWER: Intreasingly, home
By Ken Wolf
buyers are being offered , morIt has been said that we live in a
tgages with adjustable rates,
time of confusion, a condition
which rise and fall with grevailiqg
Calculated U•
some ininterest rates.. To help prospective,
trospectitneA higher level of edudaunderstand how these new
buyers
_
4w1Pirfncourages more of us to
vigigtoluiPilf-k, the Federal Na''
Investigate ourselves, more than
tional Mortgage Association — also
would have been'true a century ago.
known as Fannie Mae — has
All this leads to the situation
published a new booklet, "Pannie
Mae's Consumer Guide to Ad- -described by writer John Gardner in.
1968:
justable Rate Mortgages." For a
The man who once cursed his
Fannie
Mae
Concopy,
write:
free
fate, now curses himself —and
sumer Guide to ARMa, P.O. Box
pays his psychoanalyst.
23867, Baltimore, Maryland 21203.

thoughts in season
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Benefit Saturday

CCARC will meet
The Calloway County Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet Thursday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m. a,t
the new WATCH.Center at 702 Main St. Tommy Carraway, president, urges all members and
interested persons to attend.

Church plans event
On Sunday, Oct. 21, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., the
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church ,will
have a gift table in the vestibule for Roy
Williams who lost his household items in a fire on
Oct. 5. Persons may also leavejtems at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jackson, Almo Heights.

Open house Sunday
The faculty and staff of the West Kentucky
State Vocational-Technical School, Highway 62
West, Paducah, will be hosts at an open house on
Sunday, Oct. 21, from 2:30 to 5 p.m. Since the
school's openinf over five years ago, many programs have been added and the curriculum has
been expanded so that the school now offers
courses in business and office occupations,
health occupations, technical and industrial
trades, as well as sales and merchandising. All
area businessmen, employers in the trades and
the general public are invited. Tours will be conducted of the %tail-loos shops and facilities and
refreshments will be served, according ot Nell
Lacy, media chairman.

Oaks event Sunday
A Chili Scramble for couples (man and
woman) will be Sunday. Oct. 21, at 1 p.m. at the
Oaks Country Club. This will be $15 per couple.
The chili supper will be served after couples
have played 18 holes of golf. For reservations,
persons may call the pro shop.

0

Coming community events
I

Jeff Cohen will speak

A benefit supper and gospel singing will be
Saturday, Oct. 20, at the Dexter Community
Center. This annual event is sponsored by the
Dexter Homemakers Club. Proceeds will go to
the Lions Club Telethon and Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens. Plate lunches
will be sold from 4 to 6:45 p.m. Singing featuring
The Kings Sons, Leland Peeler and the Glory
Road Singers, and singers from the Dexter Baptist and Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Churches will be featured. Donald Cleaver will be the
master of ceremonies. A handmade bed quilt will
be given away at 8 p.m. and another quilt will be
sold.

Jeff Cohen, a Los Angeles-based investigator
of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., murder case,
will deliver a presentation titled "Who Slew the
Dramer?" at 8 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 18, in the
Curris Center Theater at Murray State University. In his slide show and talk, Cohen will propose
question's about the King asfassination, as well
asnew conclusions about King's political career.
Cohen's experience with the case includes acting
as a consultant to the 1978 Conressonal Select
Committee on Assassinations and serving as the
PBS television commentator for the national
broadcasts of the Congressional hearings. He
also has written on the subject for "The Nation,"
"Rolling Stone" and "New Times." Admission is
free.

Tennis play Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Thursday, Oct. 18, at 9 a.m. at
the club. The lineup is as follows: Court One —
Shelia Farmer, Rainey Apperson, Georgiabna
Moffitt and Brenda Marquardt; Court Two —
Shirley Homra, Joni Billington, Andrea Hogancamp and Lois Keller; Court Three — Nancy
Whitmer, Jeanetta Williams, Emmy Edwards
and Sharon Brown.

Tennis play Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Wednesday, Oct. 17. The group
will meet at 8:30 p.m. at entrance of MurrayCalloway County Park to go to Kenlake Tennis
Center. The lineup is as follows: Court One —
Renee Wynn, Martha Andrus, Leisa Faughn and
Kathy Kopperud; Court Two — Vickie Jones,
Vicky Holton, Marilyn Germann and Eileen
Portner; Court Three — Carol Waller and Laura
Miller.

Wadesbora Hornemakers
hear lesson about clothing
Betty Palmer
presented a lesson on
"Revitalizing Your
Wardrobe" at the
September meeting of
the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held
at the Sirloin Stockade.
Mrs. Palmer stressed
the importance of accessories in fashions.
Paula Palmer, president, presided. Pawnee
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Jo Burkeen, editor

a.
Bedwell gave the devotion. A new member
was Odell Donelson.
Also present were
Laverne Hardie, Dixie
Palmer and Elaine
Collins.
The club will meet
Thursday, Oct. 18at 1
p.m. at the Sirloin
Stockade. Mrs. Hardie
will give the lesson on
"Grandparenting."

Tuesday,Oct. 18
Retirees of UAW.
AFL-CIO and other
locals will not meet
tonight.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
———
Annual style show of
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will be presented at
12:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. _at the American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 8 p.m. with
officers meeting at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Murray State University Jazz Band will perform at 8 p.m. in Robert
E. Johnson Theatre,
Fine Arts Center.
————
Michael Iceberg will
present a free concert at
8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
————
"Fitzcarraldo" will
be presented at 7 p.m. in
Room 208 of Faculty
Hall, Murray State
University, as part of
International Film
Festival.
Murray
- Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
— ——
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
————
Northside Baptist
Church Women will
meet at,7 p.m. with Jean
Hamilton.
————
Murray-Calloway
County League of
Women Voters will have
a concensus meeting at
7:30 p.m.. in Gatlin
House, North 16th and
Hamilton.
Samuel Langhorne
Clemens, who wrote
under the name Mark
Twain, was born in 1835.

0 N*

7:15, 1111

Tuesday,Oct. 16

Thursday. Oct. 18

Thursday,Oct. 18

Free Sibling Class will
be at 6:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

at 10 a.m. at the church.
——— —
CalloWay County
Association for Retarded Citizens will meet at
7 p.m. at the WATCH.
Center.
•
————
Wades boro
Homemakers Club will
meet at 1 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
————
Temple Hill Lodge
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
————
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
will meet with Chi Chi
Stinnett.
————
Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Gateway Steak House at
Draffenville.
————
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Ninth Street
House, Paducah.
—— —
- Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
————
Murray Civitan Club
will meet ,at 7 p.m, at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
--Free concert will be
from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m.
in main reading room of
Murray State University Library.
————
Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with Johnnie R. Prichard, Bill
Bogard, Bill Holt and
Don Robinson in charge.
————
Fall meeting of
Murray-Calloway County Unit of American
Heart Association will
be at 4 Pim. at North
Branch, Peoples Bank.
————
Jeff Cohen, Los
Angeles-based investigator, will speak
free at 8 p.m. in Curris
Center Theater, Murray
State University.
————
Home Department of

Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 2 p.m. at
clubhouse.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.

Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m.
————
Wednesday,Oct. 17
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m.a to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy will
meet at 1:30 p.m. with
Dr. Halene Visher.
————
Alpha Delta Kappa
Sorority will meet at 7
p.m. in library of Murray High School.
————
Basketball Coaches
will meet at 7 p.m. in
cafeteria of Murray
High School.
————
Ladies Golf Awards
Banquet at Murray
Country Club will start
with social hour at 6
p.m, and dinner at 7
p.m.
"Twelfth Night" by
Shakespeare will be
shown at 7 p.m. in Room
208, Faculty'Hall, Murray State University, as
part'of International
Film Festival.
————
A workshop, "Basic
EKG Interpretation,"
sponsored by Department of Nursing, will
start today from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Murray
State University. For information call 762-2196.
————
A non-credit course,
"Introduction to Personal Computers," will
be offered from 6 to 8
p.m. starting today at
Murray State University. For information call
762-2716.
————
Bazaar workshop will
be at 7 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
————
First Baptist Church
WMU Combined Council
will meet at 4:30 p.m. in
Conference Room of the
church.
Reservations for
Homecoming
Smorgasbord from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturday at Curris Center,
Murray State University, are encouraged by
today by calling the
alumni office, 762-3738.

"Pygmalion" by
George Bernard Shaw
will be presented at 3:15
p.m. in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray
State University, as
part of International
Film Festival.
————
Persons interested in
sharing perceptions in
stress surveyare asked
to call Eileen M. Portnet at 753-0375 or come
to Room 449, Wells Hall,
Murray State University, between 9 a.m. to
noon and 7 to 9 p.m.
"Bus Sto- p" will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
The Sing- le Connection
will meet at 7 Om. on
third floor, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Senior Adult Fall
Foliage Tour of First
Baptist Church will
leave at 10 a.m. from
the church.
————
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet with
Jill Caddas at 7 p.m.
————
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Community
Center.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————

Wedding on Saturday

Plans have been com- D11111dp.
Terry Etherton will
pleted for the wedding
of Miss Beth Ann Hum- serve as best man.
STEVE MARTIN
phreys, daughter of Mr. Groomsmen will be Jim
ULY TOMUN
and Mrs. Doyle Hum- Morris, brother of the
phreys of Hazel, and groom-elect, and Roger
Jerry Don Morris, son of Scott. Ushers will be
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Mor- Timmy Graham and
7:15 ONLY
Ladies day events at ris of Rt. 1. Dexter.
Bryan Smith.
Oaks Country Club will
The wedding will be
The double ring
NICK NOLTE
include bridge at 9:30 ceremony will be solem- directed by Lavina
WILLIAMS
1013ETH
a.m. and luncheon at nized on Saturday, Oct. Belue.
noon.
20, at 6 p.m. at the Oak
A reception will follow
Grove Baptist Church.
the ceremony at the
control cooler 703.3314
Thursday. Oct. 18
The Rev. Leon Win- church.
Murray -Calloway chester will officiate.
All friends and
Preservation Society Music will be presented relatives are invited to
will meet at 7 p.m. at
by Wanda Smith, attend the wedding and
Calloway Public pianist, and Cindy Hern- the reception.
Library.
don, soloist.
Events held in honor
— ——
THE RIVER RAT (PO)
of the couple include the
will
Humphreys
Miss
St. John's Episcopal
*Tommy Lee Jones
following:
Church Women will be given in marriage by
Filmed In Western Ky.
A household shower in
sister,
Her
father.
meet at 7 p.m. with her
the Community Room of
Phyllis Clary, 109 North Mrs. Vicki Willoughby the North Branch of the
Seventh St.
of Nashville, Term., will Peoples Bank with Jane
be matron of honor. Orr, Ann Bennett, Mary
————
Immanuel Lutheran Bridesmaids will be Orr and Melissa Orr as
Church Ladies will meet Jane Orr and Marsha hostesses;
A shower at the
:;.::::;,,y..:-.4 Palestine
...f...:.:•:.:.:-...:.:::.:.:::.:.:•:::.:.:.:::::.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::7:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
United
i:
Methodist Church with
Bring Us Your Favorite Old Photo — We
Shirley Sheppard and
Are Now Doing Restorations For Christmas
Jerldene Mathis as
Bring This Ad in For
hostesses;
A miscellaneous
Discount On All Orders
Through November.
shower in the Communi/0
Sign Up For A Drawing For Nov. 30
ty Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Several
In The Old
9
t tee
e- j
ap
Prizes:
Bank for co-workers of
Nesbhts Bldg.
the bride-elect with
492Hazel, Ky.
Marsha Dunlap, Lavine
0198 -.0.401.0"'—./(Pe& 641 S.
Belue
and Dawn Scar:i..:•:......../..:.:•:.;•:.:.:•:.:••/..:.:.:•:.:•:•:•%•:.:-:•:,:•:•:,:.:.:.:•:•:.:,:•:•:.:.:.:•:•:,:•:•;•:....:.:.:.:.:-:.:•:,:•.•.•
ohostitut M.703.3314
brough as hostesses.

AuOFME

f;B
CINE 1 & 2

TEACHERS gi

1 50,

20% OFF ,
time tvgp
Sivie #1031
% Cotton
40% Poiyestuf Mend

Every Tuesday

TACO TUESDAY

SIS
Available in four styles and
colors,

2 Crispy Tacos $1.19
Offer Good an Day

UTTLETON3
ON THE SQUARE • -MURRAY, KENTUCKY

No Coupons - 1. Limit

Across from— MW Stadium
Open 10 A.M. Do

'Its Tacorr'fic
1
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Wise use of closet makes house roomier

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

(2.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
If you are a
homeowner, the
chances are you are
always looking for more
space. No matter how
large your house seemed to be when it was
bought, it went through
a gradual shrinking process. As somebody once
said, "Whatever space
there is gets filled to
capacity."
A closet that isn't
jam-packed is a rarity.
Yet, in most houses, it is
the closet that offers the
best chance for finding
extra space. Architects
and designers who show
so much ingenuity in
most of their endeavors
appear to devote little or
no Otention to making
the closets in their creations perform efficiently. Usually, a closet has
a single rod for hanging
garments and a single
shelf for hats, box's,
blankets and whatever.
Wasted space is all over
the place ... below the
clothes and above the
shelf.
By using your imagination and very little
actual skill, you- cant
make a closet larger

4

ink
THIS THREE-BEDROOM,ADOBE STYLE home has a combination of spacious atmosphere and striking interior design. The stucco facade is trimmed in wood,and a cathedral ceiling enhances the
feeling of openness in this 1,854-square-foot "hacienda." For more
information about Plan HA1281H, write — encsing I stamped,
self-addressed envelope — to architect Carl Geiser, 25600
Telegraph RoacIT SonthNbld, MI 48034.

simply by a rearrangement of what is there
now and a few additions.
Several kits have hit the
market in recent years
to help you organize
your closet or closets.
They usually contain
some rods and all the
necessary hardware,for
the transformation.
Some have shelves and •
some even have
drawers. You can
decide which kind to get
after you have determined how you want to
utilize the wasted space
In a closet. Or you can
buy everything
separately at your local
lumber yard, home
center or .hardware
store, since most projects involve little more
than using a saw, a
hammer and a
screwdriver.
In most closets, there
is plenty of space above
the shelf now there. An
extra shelf' can be installed, although care
must be taken to see
that there is room to put
in and take out items.
The trick is to use the
higher shelf only for the
storage of seasonal or
little-used materials.
Before you decide,

what to do about an ex- door. With a conventra shelf, consider tional swinging type of
whether a better ar- door, the inside often
rangement might be to will hold towel bars or
move the present shelf a some kind of narrow
little higher. The rod shelving. See if there is
under the shelf then can rborn just inside the
also be moved a bit door for hanging a robe
higher, so that when or belts or items that
clothes are hung on it, need not be on hangers:
they- will leave even
Walk-in closets usualmore space available
ly have even more
beneath them. You can
wasted space than
then place a second rod
smaller ones. A rearthere for the hanging of
rangement of the
shorter garments. The
clothes poles and
second rod need not be
shelves is usually
hung all the way across productive.
the closet if the kind of
clothes you have will not
A shoe rack or shelf or
permit it. In one par- bag will end clutter on
ticular case we know, the closet floor. How
the second rod goes only many times have you
a little more than skipped cleaning the
halfway across sb there closet floor with either a
is some space for. broom or vacuum
especially long dresses cleaner because it was
on the upper rod. It is too much trouble to
amazing the different move out all the shoes?
ways there are of arNo matter what we
ranging the shelves and do, eventually the time
rods in a closet if you comes when we find
use a little imagination. ourselves back in the
If you can think of' it. same position as we
you can do it. Actually, were. Thus, if we
most of us have never reorganize our closets
looked into a closet for so that we have more
the specific purpose of, room to hang and store
finding unused space..
Wings,' it will only be a
In your, search, don't matter of time — mon_overlook the back of the ths or years — before we

need still more space.
That's because all of us
have the habit of keeping clothes and other
items that we haven't
worn or used for years
and undoubtedly will
never wear or use
again. Some of it, in
fact, doesn't even fit us
any . more. To prevent
this problem,'why not,
once a year, set aside a
time to look over
everything and throws
out or give away what
we haven't used in a certain period of time? You
can arbitrarily select
what that period should
be. but the chances are
that something which
has not been of use to
you for two years is not
likely to be of use to you
ever again. Adopt some
system like' .that and
half of your storage
troubles will be over
automatically.

(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful data
in Andy Lang's handbook. "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained
sending
$1.50 to this paper at
Box 5, Teaneck. NJ
07666.

by

Are consumers ready for ready-to-assemble furniture?
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Are consumers willing to do some of the
work in transporting
their new furniture
home and putting it
together themselves to
save time and money?
That's the question
furniture manufacturers and retailers
have been debating for a
number of years. as
readyTto-assemble , furniture has struggled to
gain 'a foothold in the

However. the growth still buy a nice sofa for
Exhibitors pointed out should be lower than
that because the fur- comparable quality of rwocareer families in $399."
However, American
niture is packed flat in a store-delivered fur- which neither adult is
available to stay at companies have not as a
compact package. a niture — another plus.
consumer can selfhome to wait for rule made available the
deliver even a large
In fact, these advan- delivery. the =eater in- more sophisticated
-piece — such as a com- tages have made ready- cidence of single adult designs at moderate
plete wall system — to-assemble or RD fur- households and the in- p-rices.he
hauling it home in the niture popular in crease in the number of acknowledges. This is
family car, instead of Europe where it ac- upwardly mobile well- the area where Eufopaying for delivery and counts for at least 20 educated young persons pean and some
having to wait at home percent of all furniture as furniture consumers American companies
for the furniture _to sold. So far, however: have encouraged the in- are determined to make
arrive.
this type of furniture .dustry to see major in- a showing with RD
Since self-delivery has accounted for only' creases on the horizon furniture.
What kind of designs
and self-installation about 2.5 percent of fur- for RD furniture.
One reason why MD can we expect to see"
constitute a savings for niture sales in the
hasn't caught on here, And how do they differ
the retailer, costs United States.
according to Robert from what is already
Schumacher. vice presi- available? The designs
dent of the National on view at the Coliseum
Home Furnishings suggested a greater emAssociation is because phasis will be placed on
with it or have it done by tape in the appropriate one part to three parts "American manufac- systems that can be us-;
a professional.
places to prevent this. of water — but the turers are so corn- ed in ma* different
Q. — I am making a After 30 minutes or so — dusting can often be pej
tiLive and configurations to probar soon for my finished see the instructions on halted with a coating of manetingoriented."
vide storage, seating
basement. Is it all right the container — scrape glass wax or liquid wax.
As a result, he says. and working surfaces to
to finish the top with off the paint. Hold the It is better to do it with I hey have been fit the individual home.
brush lacquer? I want 'blade at a 30-degree the wax because if you marketing
One of the cleverest
ever decide to paint the alreadyassembled fur- products exhibited was
something that will not angle to the glass.
Q. — Every time we concrete, the wax can niture for the same a series of easytowhite" when water
sweep the concrete be removed easily. price as MD might cost assemble loft enis spilled on it.
vironments created by a
A. — Yes, lacquer will steps at the rear of the Paint will not adhere elsewhere.
be fine. It will not turn house, a kind of powder well to sodium silicate. ..."In 1966 you could buy new French company,
white from water. You comes off. What causes
a very nice sofa for Espace Loggia. The
did not say what kind of this and how can it be
(The techniques of us- $399,— Schumacher four young enbar it will be. If it is to corrected? I have been ing lacquer, varnish, recalls. "Today you can trepreneurs of Espace
be used for alcohol, see told a solution of sodium shellac, stain, bleach,
silicate will cure the remover: etc., are
if __you can- f
finishing establishment trouble. Is this correct? detailed in Andy Lang's
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS
A. — Dusting, as this booklet. "Wood
that sells alcohol-proof
condition is called, oc- Finishing in the Home,"
lacquer.
Monday, October 22
curs because of same which can be obtained
Monday, October 29
Q. — A painter left mistake when the conby sending 50 cents and
November 5
Monday,
some paint on a few of crete was originally put
a long, stamped, selfour window panes. I down. Since it can be
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
addressed envelope to
always meant to scrape any one of half a dozen
Know-How, P. 0. Box
If off with a razor blade, reasons, there isn't
Sponsorod by
477, Huntington, NY
but never got around to much point in trying to
Murray City School Sistomi'
11743. Questions of
it. Now I have decided to guess now what the
For More Information Call""
general interest will be
do it, but I find the paint cause was. Yes, you can
753-4363
answered in the
simply won't come off use sodium silicate —
column.)
that easily, even with a
blade.I have some paint
remover in the house.
Qin that be used qn the
glars?
A. — Yes, but be
careful not to get any of
the remover on the sash
or any other part of the
window. If necessary,
apply some masking
marketplace.
A recent event suggests enough consumers
have said yes to self.
delivery and self.
assembly to .make
ready-to-assemble furniture an up-andcoming
classification in the
United States. More
than 130 domestic and
foreign companies, for
example, participated
in the first ready-toassemble furniture
trade show at the Coliseum in New York
recently.

Loggia — all under age
30 — started the company less than a year
ago, according to
Frederic Palay. who
designed the wood components In the system.
They include a high
platform bed, steps to
reach it and a variety of
closet spaces. seating,
cabinetry and tables
that fit underneath the
_space created by installing the loft bed and
steps.

Palay says furniture
now on sale in France
will be made available
with point-of-purchase
information to help consumers figure out which
of the components to
buy.
Espace Loggia
represented only one of
a number of clever component systems ,for
cabinetry, all of which
were directed toward
getting the most use out
of small spaces.

Pin down legalities before buying house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — My sister bought
an old house recently.
She did it without a real
estate broker and
without an attorney.
The day after she moved in, she suddenly
realized that a large
toolshed which had been
in the rear of the house
before the closing was
no longer there. When
she confronted the
seller, she was told that
the toolshed had been
taken down and given to
a neighbor to whom it
had been promised. The
seller said she had
never told her that the
shed was part of the
sale. Is she right?
A. — That's a question
only lawyers can
answer. If your sister
had had an attorney to
begin with, she would
not be in this situation,
since the lawyer would
have insisted that the
agreement state
whether the shed was
part of the transaction.
That's a lesson for
everybody. Lawyer or
no lawyer, broker or no
broker, make sure
every little detail is included in the agreement
of sale and is signed by
both the buyer and the
seller
Q. — We are having
an extra room added to
our house. The contractor is putting up `the
framework and I intend
to finish off the walls
with gypsum wall
board. I would,like to
use gypsum wallboard
for the'ceiling also, but a
neighbor ,is trying to
discourage me from (*big that."He.saye gypsum wallboard is difficult to handle when It
Is to be installed as a
ceiling. What is your
Advice?
•
A. — Your neighbor isi
• right. He knows that
gypsum wallboard is
very heavy an-d
awkward to handle
when applied to a Ceiling. Either do it with the
help of someone who has
had sote experience

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM.1OPM
V,,, to,, t ea I hi• ievi`ti ot horn,' 'of thrs

pf ot".`

Think Ahead!
Make her Christmas
Special with a
Tappan Microwave Oven!

YOU'LL RATE HIGH
WITH US

GOING
OUT OF
BUSINESS
Everything
Drastically
Reduced

BLACKFORD
HOUSE
,GALLERY
418 Main
753-8301

6
Month
Certificate
$2500 Minimum

10 15%

1090%
Annual Yield
11.61152%

.

18
• Month
Certificate

$500 Minimum
hiterest Compounded Daily

10.40% l'Year
Annual held

11.15.4%

Certificate

$500 Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

10.95%
Annual lield
11.74111%

30
Month
Certificate

Full Size
Model 56-4274
Tap 'N Touch
Special Features:
Tap 'N TouchT panel
controls. Defrost with
automatic hold, 3% hr.
timer
Automatic'
capability,
lighted.
digital. readout.

$500 Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

FACTORY
TRAINED
SERVICE DEPT.

VIE STOCK
I
ALL THE PARTS
NEEDED FOR
REPAIR
11

4

Sidrauietisi peisalty required
for early withdrawal.

12th & Main St.

HOME
FEDERAL
Murray, Ky.

Member FSLIC

759-1630

STEELE
ALLEIRITTEN
209 S. 3rd

753-5341

SPORTS
Kentucky may face
season of paybacks,
minus Twin Towers
LEXINGTON. Ky. tie or no experience
At center, Hall's
(AP)- This may be the
year all those othdr col- favorite position, Bret
lege basketball teams Bearup would seem .to
around the country have have the inside track
simply because he is a
been waiting for.
senior. But at only 6-9,
he doesn't provide the
kind of meat Hall likes
to put in the middle.
Robert Lock, a beefy
6-10, 235-pounder, is only
a freshman.
"We better have immediate contributions"
from the freshmen, Hall
said.
With a lack of manThrough all of those power, Hall said the
years that the Universi- team is going to have to
ty of Kentucky Wildcats rely on hard work and
have been winning more attitude to muddle
basketball games than through a team-eating
any team to play the December schedule and
sport, there have been a Southeastern Consome feelings hurt.
ference round-robin that
This year may be will again be difficult.
payback time. And, as
Hall even Mentioned
the saying goes, sort of, "Cinderella," hardly a
paybacks are rough.
description that would
"The teams we yerun seem appropriate- to a
roughshod over in the team that has won three
'past are going to enjoy of the last four SEC
this year," UK coach titles.
Joe B. Hall said.
"We just want to have
The problem, of that expectation
course, is that after a through the young
team goes 29-5 and players that they can
winds up`in the NCAA achieve more than is exFinal Four the previous pected of them," Hall
season, just about the said.
only place to go is down. 'The expectations are
Hall, who introduced not great, maybe not
his 1984-85 Wildcats to even too good. But Kenthe public Monday, is tucky is not expected to
looking at this season as play doormat to anyone.
ROOKIE AWARD WINNER - Murray State freshman quarterback Mike
a potential opportunity,
"When you're a little
Woznichak was honored as the OVC Rookie of the Week. The 6-1, 185-pound
with the emphasis on down, it puts a different
signal caller from Canonsburg, Pa., completed 15 of 34 passes against Midpotential.
kind of pressure on dle Tennessee for 346 yards
and one touchdown. He also caught a 5-yard
The operative term is you," Hall said.
touchdown pass and completed two two-point conversion passes in a 19-16
rebuilding.
Hall said the coaching losing effort Saturday.
Photo by Chris Evans
Gone are Sam Bowie staff will have to have
and Melvin Turpin, and some imagination to
there is no One on this take advantage of what
year's team who can fill is there.
those size 16s. Gone too
He mentioned changis Jim Master, he of the ing defenses, relying on
gliding jump shot.
the team's speed to play
DENVER I API - It 22 yards for a stood on the field.
In their place are a more man-to-man,
may have been the touchdown.
"We threw the -.ball
pair of proven quan- perhaps changing the wisest decision
Denver
On the very next play well but lost the game
tities at forward and a offense away from coun- Bronco Coach
Dan from scrimmage, the on turnovers," said
whole bunch of question ting on a dominating Reeves
has made all Packers fumbled again, Green Bay Coach Formarks.
center. He even season.
and cornerback Louis rest Gregg.
UK's Bruise Brothers, speculated on the • His team
won the toss Wright dashed 27 yards
Green Bay's final turKenny Walker and possibility of playing Monday
night, and for another TD:` It wlk nover came with 3:08
Winston Bennett, aren't without a true center.
Reeves elected to kick 14-0 with 14:23 remaTn- left. The Packers, traillikely to be moved
"People are not going off, forcing the Green ing in the
opening ing by only three points,
around the court, much to expect too much from Bay Packers
to handle quarter, and the had driven to the Bronco
less out of the starting us," said Bennett, prac- the ball first in snowPackers never did 19-yard line and looked
lineup.
tically a veteran as a swept Mile High recover from
that in position to get at least
"Outside of that, it's sophomore. "We're go- Stadium.
Thirty-seven disastrous start.
a tying field goal. Lynn
pretty much of a toss- ing to be able to come seconds
later, the BronIt was a balmy '27 Dickey dropped back to
up," Hall said.
out without the pressure' cos had a 14-0 lead, and degrees
at kickoff Mon- pass and was sacked by
Freshmen Richard on us. But maybe the held
on for a 17-14 Na- day night, but swirling defensive end Rulon
Madison and Cedric pressure was good, for tional Football
League snow made conditions Jones. The ball popped
Jenkins would seem to us."
victory in a game treacherous. The pro- loose, and linebacker
be the main men off the
Walker, who has been played in ankle-deep tective tarp was removKarl Mecklenburg. fell
bench at forward.
through two seasons and snow.
ed from the grass field on it.
At guard, junior is considered the
The Packers fumbled about 90 minutes before
The loss spoiled
Roger Harden aud outstanding returnee, the ball
away on their kickoff and, within brilliant performances
sophomore James summed up the first
play from scrim- minutes, the yard lines by Dickey and wide
Blackmon, have both Wildcats.
mage, and Denver safe- were obliterated. By the receiver James Lofton.
played the position.
"Right now, we're a ty Steve Foley scooped end
of the game, up to Dickey completed 27 of
Their backups have lit- mystery team."
up the loose ball and ran three inches of snow 37 passes for 371 yards,

Cold hands lead to warm Bronco hearts
after snow-laden field hampers Packers

By JIM RECTOR
and AP Reports
Murray State's winning streak -was broken
this week, but the Racer
football team kept
another record intact.
Every time that Murray has played this
season I six out of the
past seven weeks), the
Racers have accounted
for at least one of the
Ohio Valley Conference
player awards. Even in
defeat, the Murray
streak continues.
•
Freshman quarterback Mike Woznichak
was honored as the OVC
Rookie of the Week,
despite his team's 19-16
loss to league-lending
Middle Tennessee at
Stewart Stadium on
Saturday.
Woznichak, a 6-1,
185-pound signal caller
from Canonsburg. Pa.,
completed 15 of 34
passs against the Blue
Raiders-for 240' yards
and one touchdown. He
also caught a 5-yard
touchdown pass from
tailback Willie Cannon
on a razzle-dazzle play
in the fourth quarter.
Woznichak also tossed
two conversion passes
to tight end Kurt Marshall and wide receiver
Lee McCormick.
The rookie was seeing
his first start ever for
the Racers, replacing
injured junior Kevin
Sisk who was sidelined
prior to the game with a
bruised kidney.
Because of his inexperience. Woznichak
also threw three interceptions, but according to MSU Offensive
Coordinator Mike
O'Cain, the mistakes
were understandable.
"Two of the three interceptions were forced
balls and the other one
he just didn't see the
linebacker on the play.
He was trying to make
something happen and
he knows what he did
wrong. Part of that just
comes with experience.
And considering the
pressure of the game.
plus the lack of practice
time (one day) and the
pressure of being behind
- I think he did an excellent job," O'Cain
said.
O'Cain, who is also the
assistant head coach for
the Racers, said even
without Sisk in the game
he didn't call the plays
any differently for Woznichak than he would

have if Sisk had been State. the nation's No. 8
playing. "I, personally, rushing defense.
have a lot of confidence
Akron defensive
in Mike (Woznichak) tackle Steve Rafac was
and I knew he would do named the OVC defena good job. If it had been sive player of the week.
any game besides the The 6-1, Z20-pound
one for the league chant: senior, had seven
pionship I wouldn't have tackles, two for losses,
had any doubts at all and recovered four
about him coming in fumbles to key an Akron
and getting the job done. defense which allowed
As it was I was concern- only four first downs
ed about the amount of during a 27-3 victory
pressure he was under." over Morehead State.
Woznichak lived up to
Center Chris Sullivan
his coach's expecta- of Eastern Kentucky
tions, despite operating shared the league's coagainst one of the better Offensive Lineman of
defenses in the the Week honor with
conference.
Cowan.
As O'Cain noted. "The
Sullivan, a 6-1,
thing that hurt us offen- 250-pound senior, gradsively was we didn't get ed at 90 percent as
quite as much help from Eastern compiled, 403
other aspects of our total yards during a
game - especially our 37-14 win over Central
running game. I think Florida.
with that, we could have
Eastern Kentucky
taken some of the punter Steve Rowe, a
pressure off Mike (Woz- 6-5. 231-pound senior, is
nichak). As it was, he the OVC specialist of the
did a heckuva job get- week after postillg a
ting us back in the game 41.5-yard average' for
after we were down 19-0 six punts. Four of
and even gob us into a Rowe's _punts were
position where we could downed inside the Cenhave won the game."
tral Florida 10-yard line
Saturday's game also and the other two were
produced the Offensive not returned.
Player and the co,,,• • •
Offensive Lineman of
The loss by Murray
the Week in Middle's State (5-1) dropped the
tailback Vince Hall and Racers from No.3 in the
guard Phil Cowan. Hall nation's Division . 1-AA
rushed for 152 yards on ranks to No.9 while Mid26 carries including a dle Tennessee (6-0) im22-yard touchdown run proved from No.8 to
that opened the scoring No.5.
in Saturday's contest.
The only other OVC
He also caught a 26-yard member M. the Top 20
pass.
poll this week is Eastern
Cowan, a 5 -1 0. Kentucky (4-2) which
215-pound senior, led the returned to the poll after
Middle Tennessee line a brief absence, appearthat paved the way for ing at No.17 tied with
Hall against Murray Louisiana Tech (4-3).

NCAA 1-AA Top 20 Poll
1. Indiana State (6-0-0)
2. Holy Cross (5-0-0)
3. Tennessee State (6-0-0)
4, Alcorn State (4-0-0)
5. Middle Tennessee (6-0-0)
6. Furman (S.C.) (5-1-0)
7. McNeese (La.) State (5-1-0)
8. Mississippi Valley (5-0-0)
9. Murray State (5-1-0) •
10, Northeast Louisiana (5-1-0)
11, Rhode Island (6-1-0)
12. William and Mary (4-2-0)
13. Georgia Southern (6-1-0)
14. (tie) Boise State (4-2-0)
Boston University (5-1-0)
16. New Hampshire (4-2-0)
17. (tie) Eastern Kentucky (4-2-0)
Louisiana Tech (4-3-0)
19. East Tennessee State (4-2-0)
20. Colgate (3-2-0)

UK athletics
to build new
grid facility.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

MICROWAVE
COOKING
SCHOOL- FREE!
Oct. 18, 1984
7:00 P.M.
By a G.E. Home Economist from
Nashville, Tn. Food and Drinks will be
Served.
212 Main St.
Free Door Prizes

TIME OFFER
Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
MODEL
448
18 HP

Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive- buy.
,
your Case tractor now during otli
Spring Sale and get all you can
get in tractor performsno%

9.8% APRFinanZing
Available
There is a Case tractor to fit
your budget.
[sample of•.l*PIS Nowechog Amer*
treseWho ors OW ~dorm of•Case'anklet
bseftw awe werwer...
Case once of tractor End mower
63200.001
Down payment 125% caShandlor
trseecni
000.00
Amount too.financed
$240000
* Nurntlirst payments
inagasset
;
1; ng 92i
Monthly Pormots
MODEL
Total payments
116
Finance Chores(09.8 APIA)
.$ 379,92
•Is.•.ss•
•...raw ampawner..c.feei

16 Hy

MoOd JEmiu
11TH
SPACEMAKER
MICROWAVE OVEN
HANGS FROM KITCHEN WALL CABINETS.

Wide .8 Cu. ft. cavity. Easy to install in less than an hour.
Time Cooking with 35-minute timer. Defrost cycle. Variable
Power Levels. 5-Year Limited Warranty - Carry-In Service
(Parts & Lobar) See warranty for details.

We Have A Full Line Of
1985 Fine GE Microwaves.
Prices Start at $188.00
5.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray

80
76
69
66
62
60
51
50
49
44
43
36
31
28
28
17
10
10
7
6

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

High School Football
kenlucky Prep Football Poll
l'he top trams in the Kentucky
.,,ociated Press high school foot.
01 polls, with first place votes
• ords and total points
Jefrto.
5.11
i'leas Ridge Pk i 11
6-0 70
Trinity
7-1 M
St Xavier
6.2 37
Male
7-1 29
Ballard
6.2 IS
.nhers receiving voles DeSales
State
%A
,
helby Co 1121
9.0 66
ndham Co .1.
9-0 53
.'hristian Co
6.2 36
• I 4)( Lafayette
•
5-2 21
Madisonville
6.2 19
thems receiving totes Davies,.
Ashland Boone C'ti
Class
A
I Danville, 14.
0-0 70
2 Cm Catholii
7 1 40

3 Pad Tilghman
6.2 30
4 Newport
11.1
5 Montgomery Co
6.1 14
Others receiving voles Franklin Simpson
Bell Co
Owensboro
Cats
Class AA
1 Somerset
9070
.
2 Glasgow
9.0 54
3 Mayfield
7-1 41
4.1 Knox
7-1 26
5 Prestonsburg
71 9
Others reCCIV Ing voles
Middlesboro Bardstown Bourbon Co
Trigg Co btaiihinglon Co
Class A
1 Russell% file. 14
-.t.0 70
2 Betetiwood
8-0 53
3 Parts
7-2 41
4 Harrodsburg
7.1 22
5 Pikeville
7.2 11
Others receiving votes
itaceland. Heath l'helps Bath Co

NCAA Top 20 Poll
The Top l'wentt" -tennis Ill the
\un Press •
toothall
ith first plate totes in palmn
theses 1964
ords total points
based on 20 19. 15 17 16 13 It
13 12.11 141.97
.3.2.4 ance.----tok".• •
ingl Ill the pemous
.poll
Record Pts Pc.
r wtortak""tr_,-111....-o 0
.1.133
2
2 Ok homp 10',. 441.1 I 072 • 3
3 Texas .41*,
I
,1-0- 1 1.067
HoOlTdrirollege oft. 4.11.0 1 032
4
‘ehraska
S-1-0 NM
11
0 So Mel 100110t I I' 440 1192
7

212 East Main Streit* - 753-1384
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

South 12th Street

7 Brigham Young . Sod 543 5
A Ohio State
5 1 0 74.1
s
9 Miami Fla
0-241 1140 10
lb 1.141,
1-di 1152 12
ILSOuth Carolina
5.0.0 4114 17
12.0klahoma Stair 1-1-d *MI 13
13.Aubtirn •
4.20 4640, 16
14 t:eurgia
NM 1$
15-F iorma Stiffit
3114 it
16 Kentucky •
S-0-0 251. Ill
17 Florida
251 Is
4.1-1
Is los a
4-2-0 137 19 Penn Stare
4-2-0
09. II
20 %%est irginia
1.1,41

Baseball
Ump Strike
NEW YORK ( API Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth
awarded major league
• uinpires a package
worth almost $1.4
million over the next
three years.
Ueberroth, who served as arbitrator in the
Astrike which kept the
umpires from officiating though most of
the League Championship Series. agrted
with the 60-m9rn umpires' union that a
"pool" should be
established. •
From this pool, all
umpires will be paid
Avith the procetitts of
playoff and' Arorld
Series games- not just
the umpires that work
those games.

753-897 1

Southsicie Center

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API- The University
of Kentucky Athletics
Board committed $1
million as seed money
for a fund-raising project to build a new football training facility.
UK Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan called the
new facility the university's No. 1 sports
priority. He said the
new facility will
replace the Shively
Sports Center.
The center will contain dressing rooms.
weight-lifting rooms.
coaches' offices and
other indoor workout
facilities.
.Hagan said he recently toured other college
training facilities and
found UK's far below
their standards.
The board on Monday
also approved the construction of a $500,000
indoor tennis _center
near the _Shively Sports,
Center, if a
og's "^"
matching contribution
can be found.
,
UK President Otis
Singletary said the
university has a potential donor for the tennis
center.
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Warninki The Surgeon General Has_ Determined
That Cigatette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Kings 8100s: 1T mg "tar:' 0.7 mg nicotine:- Nis box: 10 mg
'tar:.0.7 mg nicotine av..per cigarette, FTC Report Mar.'84— .
.10011 Box: 11 mg "tar'6W mg nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Great-Aunt Has Great Memory,
But Her Timing Is All Wrong

DEAR ABBY: Our son is engaged
to be married. My great-aunt Emily,
who used to live in this town, returned for the engagement celebration.(She's 81.)
When Aunt Emily was introduced
to "Mr. Jones," the father of the
bride, she recognized him as a man
she had known 40 years ago. In the
presence of Mr. Jones' wife and
daughter, Aunt Emily asked him
how his son was. Mr. Jones said,
"You must be mistaken. I have no
son." My aunt replied, "You certainly have—I attended a party for
you, your cute French wife and your
adorable little boy right after World
War II."
It turned out that Mr. Jones did
have a son by a French woman to
whom he was married briefly. He

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, October 20,1984 - 10:00 A.M.
SELLING PROPERTY OF DON IVEY AT
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
DIRECTIONS: From Pans take U S Hwy 79 East (lake Hwy.) to Sally lones Candy Form. Turn left on Shady Grove Road and
go approximately 3 miles to sole site. Watch for signs.
FARM EQUIPMENT: 35 Special Massey tractor very good condition ready to work;
breaking plow. 5 pick up disk.
almost new Vermeer round hoy bailer 8' rotary posture clipper 14 flatbed trailer: 6' pickup disk. 6' mower, Ferguson
No. 37 hay coke small hordlond disk hay fork (3 pt. hitch) hay racks gos tank and stand, calf feeders, 300 cedor fence
oost several rolls wire electric fence plus several rolls wire and insulators sever°, feet lumber crossties, roll cable ear
Aplont gun, head catcher boom pole 3 pt hitch post hole digger: dust brags plus other cattle forming equipment.
T001.9't Forney No 225 Elefctric Welder and helmet. 2-Partner 16- chain sows. Homelite 12- bar chain saw, 3 h.p. Evinrude
ocat motor Craftsman bench grinder electric drills, skill saws, saber sow, 3 hydraulic locks several shovels hoes
rakes. etc 2 tool boxes full of miscellaneous tools, weed eater. log chains and boomers, tap and die sets, nut drivers:
drop cords miscellaneous plumbing supplies, pipe wrenches, upright freezer cash register, shop heater; plus siv.rol
other shop tools.
GUNS AND SPORTSMAN EQUIPMENT:
Guns: 1-22 single shot (Ithoco). 1 model 1200 Winchester trap gun and case, 1 - Remington single shot 22 rifle-model 41,
• model 1897 Winchester 12 gauge 1 20 gouge model 6870 Savage pump, 1 - 12 gauge double barrel (new), 1 •
Remington model 700 308 caliber with scope 1 22 automatic Stevens model 87‘with scope, 1 - Remington 22 pump model
1 21 excellent condition 1 -22 Marlin Golden 39A Mountie lever oction
Hand guns: 1 38 Revolver Titan Tiger several miscellaneous hand guns holsters also extra scopes I • 22 outomotic
Etrevette 2- starter guns
Several boxes of ammunition. 32,35 3006 and 308 caliber plus 12 20 and 10 gauge shotshells (all new), shell relooder
2 compound bows with quivers several boxes arrows and arrowheads several sets camouflage clothing (boys Sizes) 2
bolts camouflage material 8 cabe over camper camper top seyerol life lockets, tennis rockets, hip boots polo potty air
%ink several rods and reels and tackle boxes Coleman lantern and stove plus many other items too numerous to
rrer
,or-

Sale conducted by:

AINLEY AUCTION & REALTY CO.

had told Mrs. Jones about it, but no
"We love you, Dear Abby—but
one else, including his daughter, spare us
who was astonished and upset. He
"The silly nonsensical pun!"
contends that when he gave the boy
Here's my rebuttal:
up for adoption, that chapter of his
life was closed.
Abby Seein' Ya
The relationship between our famThis cat's less a Tom than a tabby
become
very
has
strained. The
ilies
Joneses do not want my "busybody"
aunt at their daughter's wedding.
Our son is miserable over the incident and his bride is miffed because
his family embarrassed her family.
What should we do? My husband
said your answer would guide us.
STRAINED RELATIONS

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

DEAR STRAINED: When Mr.
J. told Aunt Emily she must be
mistaken—that he had no son—
e wiser, more tactful woman
would have said, "Yes, I probably am," and let it go at that.
It would be better for all concerned if Aunt Emily didn't attend the wedding. She may not
like it, but she should understand.
•••

DEAR ABBY: A few months ago I
caught my husband and my friend
"Laura" kissing in our kitchen. It
was a long and passionate kiss.
Laura and her husband have been
our friends for a long time, and I
had no idea she had the hots for my
husband.
Since then, I hove forgiven my
husband, but I can't forgive Laura.
My husband can't understand why I
don't want to continue seeing this
couple.
I feel uncomfortable in Laura's
company, I suppose it's unfair of me
to blame her more than I blame my
husband, but that's the way I feel.
Please advise me.
B. IN
BINGHAMPTON, N.Y.
DEAR B.: Feeling as you do, I
don't blame you for wanting to
cool it with a "friend" who has
the hots for your husband. To
thine own self be true. I agree,
Laura should be kissed off.
see

DEAR ABBY: "Tom in Cambridge, Md." wrote in part:
"Youi wisdom we value most
highly,
"Your witty responses are fun.

-

THAT MIGHT BE KIND
OF FUN TO TRY .WI-IAT
DO YOU THINK?

I WAS JUST OVER
PLAYGROUND

1

Mike Ainley
108 Tyson Ave., Paris
642-0375

Or

JUST ONE MORE THING
TO LOSE AT..

NI"

SORRY MAAM -I GUES6 I STILL
RAVE A TOUCH OF
OLYMPIC FEVER!

OCT

OUR SATELLITE PICTURE
SHOWS CLOUDS OVER TI-IE
INORTHEAST,SUNNY SKIES
IN THE. SOUTHWEST._

TRAFFIC BACKED UP
ON 12"
, STREET

C'166

AND MY LITTLE NIECE,
SALLY, PLAYING IN HER
5ANDOOX IN TEXAS

FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1984
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARIES
Pit
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
A vacation that offers peace and
quiet may appeal to you now. Meanwhile, borne activity adds a touch of
merriment to the afternoon.
TAURUS
(Pl
it
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Agreement is reached with loved
ones on many important issues,
though time is needed to find a solution for a work problem.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20
Hard work plus charm leads to
work gains. Though the monetary picture brightens, you should guard
against overspending.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Intuition is an asset to you on the job
and loved ones feel a greater
closeness. Party tonight without abusing your health.
LEO
44r
(July 23to Aug.72)
Instincts are working better for you
than reasonable discourse. Home provides the right setting for romantic
encounters.
YlItGO
SEs
(Aug.23 toSept. 22)
The creative touch is yours today.
You see eye-to-eye with a loved one
and will also enjoy social successes
tonightLD1RA
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22)
One work situation is problematic,
while another proves lucrative. Mixing business and pleasure turns out to
your advantage.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Meditation brings valuable insights.
Make plans for travel but keep costs
in mind. A private chat leads to financial gains.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Though you'll make a hit in the
public eye, you'll also savor private
moments with a loved one today. Enjoy the best of both worlds.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
A confidential tip aids you in
business. Social life looks especially
promising. News from an old friend is
also likely.
AQUARIUS
69k
1
(Jan. 20toFeb. 181
You have a calming influence on
disgruntled colleagues: Your patience
and tact saves the day. Career success is the outcome.
PISCES
Nom
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Be sure to offer encouragement to a
child. Your intuition provides you
with the answer in business. Evening
is quite romantic.
YOU BORN TODAY would make a
good spokesman for a cause. Convincing in argument, you can succeed in
law, writing, reporting and teaching.
Though you have a good head for
business, you may dislike handling
details. You may be especially drawn
to the theatrical world. Businesses
allied to the arts may also appeal to
you. Selling antiques, decorating, or
managing a boutique are interests
you would enjoy. You have a natural
ability to bounce back from setbacks.
Birthday of: Jean Arthur, actress;
Jimmy Breslin, columnist

Legal

NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
PUBLIC AUCTION
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN by
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation in accordance
with
the
Uniform Commercial
Code as the holder and
secured party of that
Installment Contract
& Disclosure Statement
("Security
Agreement") executed by James E.
Demaster & Paula A.
Demaster on June 1st,
1980, which is now in
default, that the property described below
will be publicly offered for sale and sold
to the highest bidder,
for cash, cashier's
check or other "good"
funds on Nov. 7th, 1984
at 10:00 o'clock A.M.
at: Stark's Brothers
Mobile Homes, Rt. 9
Box 40, Benton, KY
42025. Mobile home

Legal

1

Legal
for sale: Year 1980,
Make Norris, Model
No. 21, Size 70x14,
Serial No. NT421-9175,
with refrigerator &
stove.

The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of the
indebtedness secured
by said Security
Agreement which is
$15,442.36 as of this
date, plus accrued
finance charges, attorney's fees, and
costs and expenses of
repossession and sale.
Seller reserves the
right to bid at said
sale. Successful bidder shall be obligated
to pay applicable
sales taxes, if any, in
addition to sales price
at the time of sale.
DATED this 10th
day of October, 1984.
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation By Rod
Klutts.

NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
PUBLIC AUCTION
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN by
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation in accordance
with
the
Uniform Commercial
Code as the holder and
secured party of that
Installment Contract
& Disclosure Statement
("Security
Agreement")
executed by James E.
Bullington Jr. &
Evelyn R. Bullington
on Oct. 17th, 1981,
which is now in
default, that the property described below
will be publicly offered for sale and sold
to the highest bidder,
for cash, cashier's
check or other "good"
funds on Nov. 1st, 1984
at 10:00 o'clock A.M.
at: Stark's Brothers
Mobile Homes, Rt. 9
Box 40, Benton, KY

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
©1964

/ -

SOME GUYS DON'T
BELIEVE IN HELL,
CHAPLAIN. THEY
THI NK (VG NERE
ON EARTH

4aturisSinirlicslet,

YOu'VE ALWAYS
BEEN ANI OFFICER, deL
HAVEN'T YOU?

HELL HERE ON
EARTH? HA! THATS
A GOOD OWE
A
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FOR NEXT
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THEY
SEEM A
LITTLE
DARING
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ABOUT IT
THEN
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

State Line Road, SoutirFulton, TN
Cot Rubert Ainley
License No. 6
479-2986

As he hisses and spits at you,
Abby.
It's your outrageous pun
That makes reading you fun.
What ails stupid Tom? Quien sabe?
LUCIUS W. BRYANT,
LAKELAND, FLA.

1 Simian
4 Saint: abbr.
6 Analyze, as
sentence
11 Cylindrical
13 Beast
15 Symbol for
tantalum
16 South American
mammal
18 Peel
19 Rubber tree
21 Rockfish
22 Spanish article
23 Is present
26 Cover
29 Destiny
31 Scorch
33 Roman 1001
34 Hebrew month
35 River island
38 Music: as
written
39 Forenoon
40 Negative prefix

41 Walk
43 Contest
45 Crimson
47 Struck
50 Spanish article
52 Unit of Italian
currency
53 Click beetle
56 Egyptian
singing
bird
58 Muse of poetry
60 Concerning
61 Earlier
63 Center
65 Projecting teeth
66 Therefore
67 Lamprey
DOWN
1 Aleutian island
2 Toil
3 Teutonic deity
4 Begin
5 Indian tent
6 Commemorative marches

Answer to Previous Puzzle

GM UU =MUM
OMUM00 UMMUM
MUUMUU CI A
00 MGM GOU
MOU MGM MOO
MOOD GPM MU
UMMM UMUM
WU MOUU UMOOU
MUM QUM UUM
UM= DUMU MU
UM PROUGMU U
M00000 MUUMUU
0=00 UM UUM

0

7 Article
8 Mature
9 Little
10 Organ of
hearing
10

12 Latin
conjunction
14 French article
17 Hostelries
20 Dine
24 Pekoe Pl
25 Posed for
portrait
27 Mohammedan
Priest
28 Coin
29 Beautiful
30 Competent
32 Rant
36 Possessive
pronoun
37 Bank employees
42 Couple
44 Sum up
46 Skilled person
48 English baby
carriages
Courtyard
51 River in Siberia
54 Heraldic
bearing
55 Walk unsteadily
56 Equally
57 Spanish plural
article
59 Hypothetical
force
62 For example:
abbr
se Prefix down

MEM NM MEM
EMMUMM =ME=
ME MOM= MOM
NM WM= ME
MEMMINIM MEM
MN= MEM
ME NNW MIMI WM ap
MN=
MR MIME
MEM MIMMEMM
WM MINIM MEM
MN= MINIMM
WEEMME MEM=
MEM' 1111 WEE

1

L

e

gal

Mobile home
for sale: Year 1981,
Make Champion, Size
56x14, Serial No. 4501
F2323454501,
with
refrigerator, stove, 2.
axles, 4 wheels, water
heater and carpet.
The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of the
indebtedness secured
by said Security
Agreement which is
$12,003.76 as of this
date, plus accrued
finance charges, attorney's fees, and
costs and expenses of
repossession and sale.
Seller reserves the
right to bid at said
sale. Successful bidder shall be obligated
to pay applicable
sales taxes, if any, in
addition to sales price
at the time of sale.

42025.

ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS
Kentucky Finance
and Administration
Cabinet, Department
for Fealties Management, Division of Contracting and Administration, Room No.
145, New Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601.
INVITATION TO BID.
ES-126-85
OPENING DATE:
Thursday, November
8, 1984
2:00 P.M., E.S.T.
PROJECT:
South Gymnasium
Floor Replacement
Carr Health Building
Murray State University
Murray, KY
FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION AND
BID DOCUMENTS
CALL 502/564-3050.
•

2

Notice

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
OVVAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

FAYE'S MONOGRAMS. downtown.
Murray. Ladies monogrammed plaid
stylish acneckties
cessory for any
homecoming outfit. Call
753-7743 Mon.-Fri 10-5.
Sal 10-2.
•

,
•••111.00

WE TAKE THE CAKE
Balloon
Bouquets,
Gorilla-Grams, Fruit
Baskets & Cakes. Free
Delivery. VISA & M.C.
2
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6. Help Wanted

22. Musical

PROCESS MAIL! $75.00 GIBSON Les
ail deJim Suitor & Jerry per hundred! No ex- luxe, excellent condiperience. Part or full tion. Call 759.9896.
Henry will be in our time.
Start im- PEVEY Bass Guitar
showroom from
mediately. Details-send and amplifier. 2 go
6:30-8:00 Mon., self.addressed stamped carts. Call 753-1363.
envelope to CRI-N41.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
PURDOM
33495.
ROAD drivers. must 24 Miscellaneous
MOTORS, INC.
have 3 years Interstate .12 SHINGLES. $16.95 sq.
Olds-Pont 'Cad -Buick
experience/1 year 1/2" CD plywood.
steel hauling; clean $6.50. Mid -South
driving record; Current Wholesale; 342 East
6. Help Wanted
DOT physleal; know Washington; paris: 642AIRLINES now hiring. DOT rules/regs.: 2552.
Reservationists. average run 4-6 weeks. CUSTOM cut seasoned
• fire wood. Call 436-2758.
stewardesses and 1-800-851-5135 Ext. 262.
3-ga1 Black Top Sealer, ground crew positions
DELUXE flashing arSituation
Wanted
9.
-South
$7.85. Mid
available. Call 1-16191row signs, $255.'!!
Building;
342
Wholesale
569-6315 for details. 24 HATE cleaning your Changeable letter
East Washington; hrs.
oven? Call Dee for an marquee signs. $165...
Paris; 642.2552.
a44irLlf:
.
t 7-1345. . Will not be undersold!
Appliance sales & ser- vTk
vice for your area.
Christianlady Terms! Quality doesn't
Flexible hours, ben- would like job caring for always cost more. 1-800Barretts Service
efits. good earning op- children or shut-ins. 551-3070.
portunity. Apply Elec- Experienced & will do FIBERGLASS panels
Center has movtrolux, 407 S. Second light house work. Days (white or green 8,
ed to 200 N. 4th
Street, Union City, Tn. interested: Mon.. Tues., $4.75; 10', $5.85; 12'.
St. Former loca38261.
Fri. or if somebody $6.95. Mid -South
EXCELLENT income needs care will work Wholesale, 342 East
tion Hendon Serfor part time home Sundays. Have own Washington: Paris: 642vice Station. Oil
assembly work. For transportation. Call 753- 2552.
info. call 504-641-8003 5240 after 5p.m
FROST proof hydrant. 1
changes, mufExt. 8047.
WILL sit with elderly or ft. bury depth, $27.99.
flers, brakes, FULL or part time will do house work. Wallin Hardware,
assembly opportunities Have transportation. Paris, Tn.
shocks & minor
available. Work. your Call 753-4590 or 753-2294.
kEROSENE heaters,
auto repairs.
own hours, be your own
7200 BTU's $44.99. 9,500
Opportunity
10.
Business
boss. For job listings
BTU's $49.99, 19,000
call 504-648-0315. Ext. BE your own boss. Join BTU's $84.99. Wallin
A-719.
Dynamic International Hardware Paris, Tn.
IBM systems 34 opera- Service Company, full RlaTS17 sunbed. less
tor. One year ex- training with man- than 200 -hours. Call
perience. Send resume agement assistance. 502-443-8732 after
Irvin Industries. 440 High earning potential. 5:30p.m.
North Estill Ave.. Exclusive territory. OAR firewood $30 a
Richmond, Ky. 40475.
Ambitious individuals rick, delivered. Call
Johnny
MAID, . mature reliable only., Call John 759-1202 after 4:30p.m.
Robertson Rd.
person. Experience Williams collect, person- POOL tables, slate only.
preffered. Must have to-person (817i 756-2122 new, used & antique.
Ky. Lake
home phone. Apply in Ext. 128.
Custom oak gun
person only. Eagle Inn,
Catfish
cabinets. Milan Pool
Hwy. €4) S.. Murray,. 14 Want to Buy
Table Sales 961-686-1177.
759-1109
Ky.
FANCY iron beds & old POULAN chain saws.
MECHANIC or quilts. Call 502-362.9897.
Now $1.60 Lb.
oregon saw chains, IV:
Mechanics
helper
for
NEEDED, old oak fur- off. Files, mixing `oil,
Wq Accept
local repair shop. 5 Day niture, fiesta & depres- bar lube, $3.79 gal. Log
Food Stamps
week. Paid holidays. sion glass, old baby splitters, hydraulic and
Paid vacation. Send buggy. Dealer wants for screw type.. Splitting
The Medical Money brief resume to Box resale. Call 753-3842 or mauls and wedges..
Year end sale on Gilson
753-5738.
Mess:" An expert book 1040-J.
lawn & garden equipthat gives you the power NEEDED. Diet center
ment. Hazel lawn &
to challenge the counselor. 3 afternoons 15. Articles tor Sale
frustration of medical a week plus 2 hours 1/4
BLANDE , $4.95 garden center, 311 Main
bills and health insur- every other Sat. Must ea. Great for patio St. Hazel, Ky. Call
ance claims. Send $7.95 have 25-35 lbs. to lose. ceilings, garages, etc. 492-8147. We sell-we
check or money order Call Diet Center 753- Mid•South Wholesale: trade-we service.
•
to: MCS Publications 0020.
342 East Washington: SEASONED hickory.
oak, mixed hardwoods,
, Box 486. Murray, PART-time help wanted Paris; 642-2552.
in
local
retail
store.
Ky. 42071. Money back
801b. CONCRETE . 430/rick delivered.
Send
resume
to
P.O.
Guarantee
$1.85. Mortar Mix. $2.65. MM. order-Z.ricks. Call
Box 1040G.
Mid -South Wholesale John Boyer at 753-0338
PART time. Opportun- Building; 342 East SOLID Railroad Ties, $11
We Sell Kenmore, ity to earn 118.000 per
Washington; Paris; 642- and up. 753-2905 or 435year working 5 evenings 2552.
Whirlpool, G.E. &
4343 or 435-4319.
per
week.
We
also
need
Hotpoint
CONTEMPORARY TOUTH Hunt seat
Management trainee to blue/green couch $95; saddle, 1, yr. old. Good
Appliance Parts.
supervise. Don't quit Gold vinyl recliner $45: condition. Call 753-0530
your present job. Call Gold upholstered swivel .after 4p.m.
WEST KY.
901-385-3074 between rocker $45; Royal blue
APPLIANCE
8:30 and 10:00 a.m. only upholstered chair
$40; 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
753-4478
,for confidential Dinning room set with
1 3/4 acres with 12x70
interview.
six maple upholstered mobile home, 3 BR, 2
chairs $180. All in good baths. Loacted about 4
condition. Call 753-7628 miles north of Murray.
after 3:30p.m.
Call 753-5612.
•
COUCH. chair. & 1980 LIBERTY, 14x52, 2
Surplus Units from South Central Bell,
wailhugger recliner. bedroom, furnished,
Location Murray Auto Auction, Almo, Ky.,
beige/brown/rust. washer and dryer, unCall after 5p.m. der pinning, AC, central
5 miles North of Murray on Hwy. 1824,
753-8674.
gas heat.
753-8825 or
formerly Hwy. 641. Thursday, October
MOVING. Must sell, like 753-4443.
18th at 5:30 p.m. Included are cars, vans,
new, 25 Cu. ft. Citation 3 BEDROOM all elecchest type freezer. Call tric, porch & shed
utility trucks, station wagons and subur436-2589 after 5:30p.m.
Included. Land contract
bans. Terms Cash and/or previously apMUST SELL IT! 1 with no down payment
proved checks. Call 753-8300. Only the
chairs, $5. 2 bed box or cash. For appointspring, $6 or $4. Super 8 ment call 247-1804 or
sale of telephone vehicles open to the
automatic movie 762-4783.
public.
camera with film and FURNISHED 12x60, 2
battery, $145. Some BR, newly carpeted,
canning jars, $3.50
good condition. Owner
box. Much, Much More. leaving town, must sell.
See. Mr. Cathay at Call 753-6505
Druthers on Wednesday
10a.m. to lla.m. or call 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
cArt,STF_Ren
on Saturday 11:30a.m. 12x65 TRAILER, 2
to 12:00p.m. only 753- miles from MSU. Call
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
6218.
753-9872.
Dixieland Center Open Iii 6
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Snady
Oaks 753-5209.
Wood Chippendale
TRAILER for rent. See
1-•;"'
desk, Credenza. Very
f
•
Brandon Dill. Dills
large selection of metal
Trailer Ct.
desk, chairs, files,
IWO bedroom mobile
tables, bookcases,
home on private lot.
display cases. excellent
Couple or two girls. Requality and condition.
ferences Ind deposit required. No pets. Call 7533917.
le
30. Business Rentals
1016 Jefferson
4-STALL shop for rent,
Paducah 442-4302

ATTENTION
FARMERS
Will spread lime
and do custom
combining.
Both large and
jobs
small
welcome.
753-8147

753-6001

Bob's Fish
Market

AUTO AUCTION

"
Ills
"Lia PIONEER

Office Furniture

mi 101-14

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE

Call 753-5618.

House and 5 acres, 5 miles from Murray a
Cherry Corners. House has 2 bedroom
with possible 2 more bedrooms, 2 car
garage, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,
wood stove, ceiling fan amd air condi
tioner stay with house. 3 acres tendable
$35,000. Phone 753-5807 night.
753-9841 day.

PLANT SALE

Mini
19. Farm Equipment
nTENTTON Farmers
Warehouse
Used parts for your
Storage Space
farm trucks. Available
at Taylor Bus' Sales
For Rent
Hwy 641 S.,. Murray,
753-1492
753-9251.
POLE buildings. 24'x40'
completely erected $3,
32. Apts for Rent
650. 12'x8' end slider
and entrance door in. 2 BEDROOM furnished
I uded. Other sizes apt., close to campus.
available. Blitz $160 per month. Water
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- furnished. Inquire at
4009 Ky, 1-800-792-3498 Hortons Lock Shop or
call 753-5980 No pets
Ind

Shrubs $2.50 (All One Gal
Houseplants & Cactus
/
1 2 Price
10" Baskets $3.50

HUTCHENS Pf 4 47.-kARMS
GREEN HOUSES

sty,te;

Loc000d I!. PAM YAW 04
Haag. Ky Two wan al
INDIO UNE lid la Haag, go
5 VI Ram tsra 101 go
role

r

rrnm

46. Homes for Sale
3 BEDROOM, bria
ranch style, 6 miles
west of Murray on 1
acre. 1 1/2 baths,
carport, fireplace insert, other extras, $42,
000. Call 762-6330- or
733-9296 (home).

(Large Assortment Including Ferns)

Fruit Trees $2.50
Azaleas $1.00 Ea.
.Cushion Mums
$1.00 Ea.

46. Homes for Sale
32. Apts for Rent
2 BEDROOM extra 2 B , frame house on
large furnished apt. 311 corner lot with mobile
N. 5th. Central gas. heat home hookup. Natural
& air. No pets. Water gas, city water, $5800.
furnished. $180 per Call 437-4719.
month. Inquire at Hortons Lock Shop or call 3 BEDROOM
house on a
753.5980.
large lot. Living room,
TARIM applications dinning room, kitchen
for Section 8. Rent and utility room, carSubsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 port, and 2 storage
BR. Apply Hilldale buildings, $22,500. Call
Apts., Hardin, Ky. 492-8492.
E qual Housing
BEDROOM brick
Opportunity.
ranch, 2 car attached
garage on beautiful
33. Rooms for Rent
corneclot Family room
SLEEPING rooms, ex- with fire place, 2 full
cellent location. Utilities ceramic baths, stereo
Included. Call 753-5561.
system. patio, central
SLEEPING rooms $76 air, heat pump, many
per month. 1610 Farmer extras. Owner will finAve. Call /59-4952 'be- ance at low interest to
tween 4p.m.-10p m
reliable party. In mid
50's. Call 759-1005.
34 Houses for Rent
LOG homes. Over 46
2 BEDROOM, garage, standard models. Free
in
. Lynn Grove. Re- brochure. Honest Abe
ferences required. Call Log Homes. Rt. One,
Box 84CK, Moss, Ten435-4547.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath. .2 nessee 38575. (6151.258story home, in town on ..
3648.
half acre lot: 2 car RETIREMENT home,
g a r age ; $4 50 p e r near Paris Landing, tabNilous view, 2 bedrooms.
month: 759-9858.
XECUTIVE quality sunporch, deck, fireplace
and appliances. Call 901lake-front house on 5+
acres for rent i or sale). '
1'2324695
2+ Br, decks overlooking lake, 3 full B, 2 car 4 9 . Used Cars
garage with heated/. 1072 IMPALLA 350 encooled shop, excellent gine, just rebuilt, $700 or
dock. Seclusion & best offer. Call 753-9362.
privacy. 20 mins. to 1975 Grande. AutoMurray & 45 mins. to
matic. AC, PS, PEI.
Paducah. $450 mo. with
AM/FM stereo. Call
first month's rent, plus 753-8291 after 4:30p.m.
$450 security dep. Refs. 1977 CAMARO. Call
required. No children
753-0873 after 5:30p.m.
under S. Call Michael 1977
PONTIAC CataMarrs, 1502) 753•7111 or lina. Loaded, $1800. Call
(502)436-58.69.
753-9206.
1978 CADILLAC 4-door.
36 For Rent or Lease
1979 Bonneville 4-door,
10 x11 ROOM for rent 1982 Chevy SIO pickup.
inside a business. Call Nice, wholesale.gwill
after 5p.m. 435-4229 or trade. Call 753-9872.
474-2308.
1978 Mdallic. Excellent
condition, new tires &
37. Livestock-Supplies
shocks, $4600. Call 7531 GOOD grain fed beef 9479 before 5p.m. or
for sale. Weighs ap- 759-1509 after.5p.m.
proximately 1,000 lbs on 1978 DATSUN 280-Z. air,
foot. Will be pb, 4 -speed alm
slaughtered on Oct. wheels, rear louvers.
16th. Call 489-2184.
Kenwood stereo. Home
759-1274, work 753-4703.
38. Pets-Supplies
1978 OLDS Delta 88,
16 WEEK old Siamese 2-door. 8 cylinder, ps,
(Seal Point) Female. $20. pb, cruise, air,- am/fm
Call between 1:00 and radio, factory CB, elec'tric seats & windows,
5:00 PM. 753-9596.
7 YEAR old Setter Bird 67,000 miles, excellent
condition. Call 753-3187.
Dog. Call 759-1233.
AKC registered Ger- 1979 CUTLASS. Light
man Shepard puppies, 9 blue, 51,000 miles, air.
weeks old. Champion cassette. Asking WOO.
quality for the price of a Call 759-1955 after 5p.m.
pet. eAll 498-8305 after 1970 morrE Carlo. P13.
PS, AM/FM stereo
6p.m.
DOG obedience, learn cassette, 60,000 miles.
the no correction train- $4200. Call 759-1965 or
ing process, 8 weeks to 753-9235.
adult.. Home, show pro- 1881 Monte Carlo. Tilt.
tection. Mary Adelman cruise, A/C, AM/FM
cassette, T-top. Call
436-2858.
before 3:00p.m.
FULL blooded Siberian 435-4338
Husky. Female, 6 2 NICE cars for sale.
months old, $75. Call 1978 Cutlass Supreme &
1979 Ford T-Bird. Call
489.2555 after 5p.m.
437-4808 in Hardin.
LABRADORE - Retriver, yelllow male, '77 CAMARO, good
AKC, 7 weeks. Call condition. Brand new
tires, AM/FM stereo,
753-4106.
$1750. Call 759-9835.
REGISTE ED Fhitzue
& final offer. 1977
for sale. Also, set of
Monte Carlo. $1000. Call
wedding rings size 6. 759-4515
after 5p.m.
Call 753-6331.
GOV'R surplus Cars &
ROTTWEILER at Stud
Trucks under $1.00. Now
Introducing Brabant's available in your area.
Drummer. Grandson of Call 146191-569-0241. 24
American Canadian hrs.
champion Rodsden's SILVER 1981 Datsun
Ander vh Brabant. 200
SX, hatch back,
Breeding to Brucellosis 5-speed with extras.
free bitches only. Call Call 759-4584 after 3p.m.
or write for pedigree.
Liz Lucas, Route 2, Box 50. Used Trucks
108A, Dixon, Ky. 42409
Call 502-639-5751. Pup- 1966 DODGE truck, 15 ft
pies due in October. flat bed with overload. 4
Weaned just in time for speed transmission with
PTO. 2 speed axles, 318
Christmas.
engine. No rust, new
paint, radio and heater.
43. Real Estate
Call 438-5557.
1976 DODGE 4-wheel
STROUT
drive. SWB with
REALTY
aluminum topper &
extra set of wheels &
1
..
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
tires. Will consider
Wayne WIS011 763-5086
trading. Call 753.7161.
Joe L. Kennon 436-5876
1979 FORD Ranger. 4
1912 Corr/water Road
wheel drive, loaded,
Murray, Kentucky 42071
rear sliding window,
(502) 753-0188
rails, V8 400, short
Anytime
wheel base, $4250. Call
JOE L KENNON
759-4663.
Broker
Licensed & Bonded
1981 GMC P.U., Ig. bed,
air, pb, ps. extras,
35,000 miles. Home
759-1274, work 753-4703.
44 Lots for Sale
51. Campers
IDEAL commercial lot
& building in good STARCRAFT pop-up
location. Lot is 210x335 camper with air. Good
& building has 4500 sq. condition. bargain. Call
ft. with lots of parking 753-9872.
space. A good investment for the right 52. Boats-Motors
person with the right 1979 Procraft 1500 with
ideas! For more in- 85 H.P. Mercury, trollformation call Mary ing motor, depth finder.
Jane ate Century 21 Call 759-1233.
Loretta Jobe Realtors
53. Services Offered
753-1492,

PRICED REDUCED TO
THE $70's
e^`.his4ovely 4 bedroori.
only 2 miles from town. Over
3,200 sq. ft. of living area!
Owner must sell!
753-1222 Kopperud Realty

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed.
Yesterday .s.19.00
OPolei;
340.50
Toy
Ui
1.50

APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Ketvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved Save on those
high heating and cool
irig bills Call Sears
7 5 3 2310 for free
estimate
JOE (Sonnet) McKin
ney Appliance Service
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Ap
pliances) Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store.
753 8505 or 492'8704
JOHN Lane back hoe
service and septic tank
pumping. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-8669

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For all your
out building needs
759-1099
Corner of Industrial Rd
APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St
7534872, 7 5 3 8886
(home).
CARPENTER. 26 years
experience. Buildings,
additions, barn repairs.
Free estimates. Call for
W.A. & Son. Collect
calls Farmington 345
2024.
DO you have dead or
unwanted trees that
need cutting or trees
that need topping? Will
also do other clean up
work such as cutting
shrubbery or clean-up
grown up areas. Free
estimates Call 437-4607.
EXPERIENCED
roofer. Free estimate.
Ca11753-5346.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
ccincrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL house
cleaning, carpet cleaning, floor stripping.
Experienced & de
pendable. References.
Call after 4p.m & on
weekends 759-4604.
.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuouS gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding. Additions.
Painting, General Car
pentry. P A Molony Co
Free
75 3 86 28
Estimates.
ROOF iNG, siding,
painting, general re
modeling. Call 7.59 1219.
SEASONED oak
firewood. Custom 501
ting, also tree trim
ming. Call 753 5476.

TLC
clean
We
everything with
TENDER, LOVIN
CARE
Carpets DRY
cleaned. New
machine, only
one in this area.
759-9754
759-1834

Passports, I D "s.
Resume's. Black &
White
for
publication
CARTER STUDIO

53

Services Offered

JACK'S
PLUMBING
REPAIR
759-9335
NEED work on yoLr
trees? Topping, prun
mg, shaping, complete
remov-al and more. Call
BOVER'S-TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessiOnai tree care
753 0338
ODD job specialist, ceil
mg tans electrical,
plumbing, fencing You
name it, I dolt You buy. I
install You break, I fix.
Call 436 2868

Stubblefield
Electric
24 hr. Service

759-4899
BASEMENT ,
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call ot
write Moi'igan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, K
42001 or call 1 442 7026
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal',
dirt, gravel, fill sand
. Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753 6763.
WILL repair and refin
ish Fiberglass boats
Call 436 2292.
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873

OERRy's
i:USTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

300 MAIN 753 8298

JOINER'S Tree ser
vice. 30 years experience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
LEE'S CAR-PET
CLEANING. For all
your, carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references.

OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • WaInut • Choy,'•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy 1 Soo Our Display

•
•
• 1212 Main Murray. Ky.
753-5940•
•••••••••••4••••••11••••

Place Your Classified
Across Kentucky
for just

$99
(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words
The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!
Contact
The Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
CLASS I Fl ED
PROGRAM

Real Estate
Personal Property
Oct. 20 At 10 A.M.
This 3 bedroom house and lot and personal
property of the late Mr. and Mrs. N.O. Story
at 803 Sycamore in Murray, Ky., will be sold
at Public Auction.
•

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed

Yesterday
Today

Up
Compliments of: •
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA

7', 7
711
11 I
WI, buy GrIldl
& Oearanocis
Hour .6: 405 Doily I S Sunda y

7.26
7.30

•.../t
.v.b.rOr

more information call

Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
Pete Waldrop-Broker 759-1707
Dan Miller-Auctioneer
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Mr. Beavers
dies; funeral
Wednesday
The funeral for Marshall Delmer Beavers
'will be Wednesday at 11
a.m in the chapel of the
Lindsey Funeral Home,
The Rev.
Paducah
James Calhoun will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Mount Kenton
Cemetery there.,
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Bea•ers, 55, 701
South 28th St., Paducah.
.died -Monday at 3:40
a fn. at Atte Western
Baptist Hospital there.
He was a member of
the Arcadia United
Methodist Church,
Parents Without Partners and Moose Lodge
No. 285.
He is survived by two
sons, Thomas D.
Beavers, Kirksey, and
Marshal L. Beavers,
Paducah; two sisters.
Mrs. Mary Boone and
Mrs. Ethel Longobough,
Fredonia: five brothers,
Buddy Beavers,
Fredonia, Bob Beavers,
Rayburn Beavers and
Wayne Beayers,
Princeton, and Eugene
Beavers, St. Louis, Mo.
Five grandchildren
and several nieces and
nephews also survive.

TUESDAY,ocronER 11, Mt

•

Kentucky news in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP ) — James H. Noble, 'whose, official
residence became the
focus of a court battle
when he decided to run
for district judge, has
been ordered off the
November ballot.
Franklin Circuit
Judge Ray Corns sided
with Virginia Meagher,
incumbent district
judge for Breathitt.
Powell and Wolfe cgunties, who charged that
Noble'.s official
residence was Winchester in Clark County.
Corns, who heard a
full day of testimony in
the case on Friday,
ordered Secretary of
State Drexell R. Davis
to withdraw Noble's certificate of candidacy
and to keep his name off
the ballot Monday.
Noble claimed he actually lived in a room at
his law office in
Jackson, the seat of
Breathitt County. He admitted paying $28,000
for a house in Winchester, but said his
wife was its legal owner.
His wife lives there
with the couple's two
young children and he
viSits them on
weekends,. Noble said.
State law requires
judicial candidates to
have lived in their
district two years.
Corns' order cited th?
fact that Noble paid for
the Winchester
residence and the
testimony of witnesses
that Noble recently told
them he intended to
make Winchester his
- permanent home.

degreemurder, firstdegree rape and firstdegree burglary. Dean
also was indicted on a
charge of being a persistent felony oitender.
They were charged in
the death of Brenda
Church. 43, who was
killed Sept. 27 at her
Todd County home.
Authorities say she was
raped and shot six times
in the head and once in
the chest.
Dean and Haley were
arrested two days later.
Commonwealth's Attorney Jesse Riley said
Monday that he plans to
seek the death penalty
in the case.
Tennessee authorities
also want to question the
pair in connection with
the Aug. 9 murder of
Dee Ann Rapp. 36,
Clarksville, Tenn.

planned to distribute the
marijuana in Kentucky.
Louisiana and Nev.
Mexico.

KNOXVILLE. Tenn.
(AP) — A Knoxville
youth has been indicted
for murder in the April
slabbing of a 13-year-old
Corbin, Ky., girl.
Darrell Devon
McMillan, 19, held in the
Knox County jail in lieu
of. 3250.000 bond, is expected to be arraigned
sometime in early
November, according to
the Knox County
Criminal Court clerk's
office.
McMillan was imprisoned July 12 after
Knox County General
Sessions Court Judge
Davtd---Creekmore
ordered the case sent to
a grand jury. The indictment was returned Oct.
9.
He is accused.of killing Reta Michelle
Melton, a Corbin Middle
School student, at the
Valley View Apartment
complex in Knoxville,
where she was visiting
her sister, Sandy
Walker, during a spring
vacation.
According to a statement McMillan made to
police and entered as
evidence at a prelimary
hearing, McMillan saw
Miss Melton sunbathing
In front of her sister's
apartment, befriended
her and was invited in
for some homemade
brownies.
Miss Melton was stabbed repeatedly with a
four-inch kitchen knife,
police said. Mrs. Walker
found the body in the
bathtub when she
returned home from
work.

school board is awaiting He also was indicted on and Kentucky 181. His after a visit with
delivery of 137 new per- charges of operating a car was struck on the relatives.
Of the eight
sonal computers for use car under the influence right side by a car
police said
driven
passengers,
by
Glendle
of
alcohol.
the
students
in
by
43-year-old
Tucker's
Joines,
18,
of
Authorities
allege
county's three high •
mother, Rosie, and
Tucker was intoxicated Lewisburg.
schools.
Tucker
of her children,
had
three
been
drivwhen
he
ran
a
stop
sign
apThe school board
died.
proved the spending of at Highland Lick Road ing his fafnily home aged 5, 7 and 10,
$915 for each computer
plus $4,000 for 10
printers for the
BOBBY WOLFF
systems,
Superintendent
Reecie Stagnolia said
the new equipment will
141-16-A
NORTH
"A lecture is an occasion when
be installed within a
*K 6 4 3
you numb one end to benefit the
month or so, depending
J 98 2
other."
on electrical work that
•A 7
— John Gould.
must be done, and older
4KJ9
..
computers now in the
EAST
WEST
high schools will be
+987
South got a lecture after he had •J 10
moved to lower grades.
V Q 10 54
41 A 7 3
lost today's slam. And well he •QJ 6
•5 4 2
109
deserved it. His line of play con- +542
47 6 3
vinced North that South was numb
SOUTH
CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — A
at both ends.
44A_Q-52
Princeton man has been
Southrwon dummy's diamond ace
K
---ehaite-d—With second•K 8 6 3
and cashed the king and ace of
degree manslaughter
4 A Q 108
trumps. Next came the diamond
and driving under the
dummy.
diamond
ruff
in
and
a
king
Both. Dealer: South.
Vulnerable:
Influence in a traffic acThe club nine was led to South's 10 The bidding:
cident that killed a
and South's last diamond was South
East
North
West
Cadiz man, state police
ruffed in dummy and overruffed by 1•
Pass
1V
Pass
said.
East. South still had a heart loser 1.
Pass
4+
Pass
James E. Franklin,
Pass
Pass
5•
and the slam went one down.
4 NT
36, also was charged
Pass
Pass
Pass
"I'would have made the slam had 6+
with driving with no inWest held the third trump,"
surance, Trooper Albert
Opening lead: Diamond queen
claimed South.
Stinson said.
po WITH THE ACES
"You didn't choose the best
Franklin drove a car
"It
was
lectured
North.
chance,"
that ran off Kentucky
10-16-B
safer to ruff two hearts with your South holds:
128 Sunday, about 10
small trumps than it was diamonds
miles east of Cadiz. A
,4J 10
with dummy's two small trumps.'"
passenger, Dalton Hill,
•A 7 6 3
The slam makes easily if South
59, died.
•Q J 109
wins his diamond king and leads
Franklin is in Jenny
+542
the hehrt king. West wins and leads
Stuart Medical Center
a second diamond to dummy's ace. North South
in Hopkinsville retover1 NT
A heart is ruffed low by South and 1+
ing-Irom injuries suf?
he cashes the ace and queen of 2•
fered in the accident.
trumps. A club is led to dummy's ANSWER: Pass. Settle for a likely
jack and another heart is ruffed plus score since game prospects in
with South's last trump. Dummy is diamonds should be remote.
ELKTON, Ky. (AP)
•
entered by either a high club or a Seed milli* questions--— A Todd County teento The_ Aces, P.O. Box
diamond ruff to draw, the last 12343, Dallas, Texas 74225, with self-addressed,
ager has been indicted
trump, and South's remaining clubs stamped etwelope for reply.
on four counts of
t 1044
add up to 12 tricks.
Vidlod
'C'
Et
t e Syndicate
murder in a traffic accident that killed his
mother, two sisters and
a brother, court records
show.
Robert Tucker, 18,
was charged following
the fatal Sept. 1 accident
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
in rural Todd County.

THE ACES®

HOUSTON I AP
—
Five men from Kentucky. Louisiana and
New Mexico were jailed
on charges they tried to
buy 1.500 pounds of
marijuana from federal
narcotics agents. a prosecutor said.
U.S. Magistrate
Calvin Botley set bonds
of $250.000 each for the
five, who are charged
with possession of marijuana and conspiracy to
possess .and distribute
the drug.
Prosecutor Roberta
Yang said the men
allegedly tried to buy
1.500 pounds of marijuana for $310.000 from
federal Drug Enforcement 'Administration
Mrs. Lillian Henson,
agents and also tried to
mother of Ms. Billie
negotiate a deal to buy
Gene- Burton!of Murray,
another 200 pounds a
died Sunday at 1:35 p.m.
ELKTON, Ky. 1AP
week.
at the Western Baptist
— A Todd Countygrand
Held in lieu of bond
Hospital. Paducah.
Monday were Philip Lee
She was 73 years of jury indicted two men in
age and a resident of the murder and rape of Hutchins, 36, and his
3248 Madison St., a woman, and, the com- brother, James H. Hutmonwealth's attorney chins, 21, of New Haven,
Paducah.
HARLAN, Ky. (AP)
Mrs. Henson was a says he'll seek the death Ky.; Frank James Mar- — The Harlan County
tin, 42. of Taylorsville.
member of the First penalty for the pair.
Roy Wayne Dean. 24. Ky.: Randall Ray
Baptist Church,
Paducah. Born Aug. 7, and James Haley, 27, Moore, 29, of' Ball, La.;
1911, in Trinity, Ala., both of Todd County, and Robert Rivera., U.
she was the daughter of were each indicted Mon- of Santa Fe, N.M.
Officials said the five
the late W.M. William- day on charges of first.
son and Sadie Neville
Williamson.
She is survived by her
husband, Tommie Henson; two daughters, Ms.
Burton of Murray and
Ms. Kay Tate,
Paducah; four grandchildren. Alison Burton.
Best-selling country. Mandrel! and Lee
Murray, Krissy Tate,
records of the Greenwood
western
Chuck Tate and Jay
1983 Electra Limited
week of Oct. 14 based on
4. "If You're Gonna
Hiett, Paducah.
Loaded, We Sold New, New Car Trade
magazine's na- Play In Texas,"
Services are today at Cashbox
In, Driven by Hollis Miller, 29,363 miles.
tionwide survey were as Alabama
2:30 p.m. in the chapel
follows:
5.
"I
Don't
Know
A
Super Nice.
of Roth Funeral Home,
"Everyday," The Thing About Love,"
1.
Paducah.
Now '11,400
Ridge Boys
Conway Twitty
The Rev. Robert Oak
2. "Uncle Pen," Ricky
6.
"The
Lady
Takes
White, the Rev. Robert
The Cowboy
Kersey and Charles Ed Skaggs
3. "To Me," Barbara Everytime," Larry
Walden are officiating.
Gatlin and the Gatlin
Burial will follow in the
Brothers
Maplelawn Cemetery
641 S. Murray
753-2617
7. "City Of New
there,
Orleans," Willie Nelson
1Pe4eratIltate Market News Service
8. "I Could Use
October la inss
Another You," Eddy
Kentucky Purebasie Area Hog Rubel
Raven
Report Includes•Buying $tedman
Receipts: Act. 324 Est. 7541 Barrows
9. "Second Hand
It Gills .25 tower Mows wader SOO lb..
mostly steady over 30 lb.. 1.110-2.011 Heart," Garry Morris
The funeral for Mrs. lower mostly 1.110 Ismer
10. "What Would your
US I-2 2101110 lbs.
443.34-44.40
Hayrus Fair is today at few at 44.25
Memories Do," Vern
2 p.m. in the chapel of U8 2 210.210 lb..
$42.3543.51 Gosdin
V8 2 2111-250 lbs.
1143.110.43.50
the Blalock-Coleman US
5-2 230.2741 Ms.
442.01143.10
Funeral Home. Dr. Sows
US It 270.250 lb..
1133.411.25412
Greg Earwood is US
1.3314451 lbs.
234.40-117.54
CERTIFICATE
officiating.
US 1.3411.514 lb..
4115.41140.311
some
41.441
OF DEPOSIT
Active pallbearers
US 12511-111 /bs.
$40.411-411.04
are Clifford Farris, US 2.3 304-500 lb..
IC
023.011.34.110
Keys Farris, Allen Bears 11311.40-3111
(ram) (Rate) Ykl)
Oct. 18, 1984
7:00 P.M.
Poole, Grant Stiles and
12.00% 12.55%
3 Yr
By
a
G.E.
Home
Economist
from
Marvin Harris.
12.25% 12.82%
5 Yr
Honorary pallbearers
Nashville, Tn. Food and Drinks will be
$5,000 MINIMUM
are Alvis Jones, Jack
Served.
FDIC INSURED TO
Belote, Allen McCoy,
212 Main St.
$100,000
Stanford Andrus and
Free
Door Prizes
BY
ISSUED
Jerry McConnell.
S.D.
CITIBANK
11
Burial will follow in
11
3-MONTH
the Murray City
PENALTY
Cemetery.
FOR EARLY
Mrs. Fair, 85, 1607
WITHDRAWAL
Dodson, died Sunday at
6 p.m. at the Murray.
EFFECTIVE DATE
Calloway County
10-25-84
Hospital. Her husband
died Nov. 20, 1965. She is
survived by one niece
trtcrot JE1510
and four nephews.

Mother local
woman dies
at Paducah

.-%4.4ilierf-44-10111111111.11111M11111

Top country-western
records are released

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone..
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care America

+.22
431/8 -4/
8
23% -1
/
2
18/
1
2 -1
/
4
281/8 + 1/
8
31/
1
2 + 1/8
19% + 1/4
49% /
1
2
47/
1
2 -1
/
2
231/4 -1/s
781/ + 1/s
34% -5/s
29% -1
/
4
25% unc
7% -%

I.B.M.
Jerrie()
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

123% + 1/
8
161/s %
311/4 -1
/
4
35 unc
/ -1
/
4
103
521/2 '1"
381/8 unc
69% -1/s
32% unc
4% -1/s
357/8 unc
35/
1
4 +%
41% unc
18/
1
2 unc
9% -Ye
,.1O.79

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS -

MUNICIPAL BONDS -

MUTUAL FUNDS

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

DWAIN TAYLOR
C-HEVR a LET

Hog market

Mrs. Fair's
rites today

GENERAL ELECTRIC

MICROWAVE
COOKING
SCHOOL- FREE!

SPACEMAKER 111N MICROWAVE OVEN
HANGS FROM KITCHEN WALL CABINETS.
Wide .8 cu, ft. cavity. Easy to install in less than an hour.

Clarification
In the obituary for
Crawford Mohundro on
Monday, his wife, Dora,
was listed as a survivor.
It should have read.his
wife had died on July 17,
1967.

Time Cooking with 35-minute timer. Defrost cycle. Variable
Power Levels. 5-Year Limited Warranty - Carry-In Service
(Parts & Labor) See warranty for details.
Clip Lite
Ideal as a statp feacivng Ii9h1
With aImond finish
E 724 74
011A1MTIE5 last-Eh

MURRAY
HOME
8 AUTO
Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.

753-2571

rpm Ploaasar-I
O. Janes
1461'C..
-R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502 753-7401

Bel-Air Decor
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

stocve o Wallpaper s0/e
$600.$800.$10"
Per Double Roll

In-Stock Patterns
Prepasted-Strippable-Scrubbable

DeloMar Window Treatment
Woven Woods....40%

on

1" Mini Blinds....

/0

on

Vertical Blinds...25%

on

We Have A Full Line Of
1985 Fine GE Microwaves.
Prices Start at $188.00
MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your Geric•al Electric Dealer In Murray
212 fast Main Sfrerst - 753.7381.
"toward Coy .4 Jahn Simmons

01,1,111P1r11

Shop Now—Sale Lasts
One Month Only!

